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PRESIDENT PREVIEWS PROGRAM
Campus Plan, Enrollment Limits,
And Graduate Programs Subject
Of Dr. Villaume's Address
Dr. W. J. Villaume announced
to Students' Council, November
24, that the 1966-67 academic
year will be "as crowded as it
H>ver has been or ever will be."
The total enrollment of under-
graduates will be 2400. This is
the maximum that WLU will
ever be expected to handle.
In addition WLU over the next
10 years hopes to undertake sev-
eral graduate programmes. This
(Would bring the total student
population to 2850 (approx.)
When all programmes are added.
The breakdown of students,
When operating at capacity, was
Stated as follows— Undergradu-
ates: 1850, Arts and Science;
550, Business Administration and
Economics; Graduates: 200, Arts
and Business Administration;
150, School of Social Work and
15, Seminary.
The President went oil to out-
line the campus master plan
that would eventually hoUse the
4850 students. The plan will be
disclosed to the public early next
year.
\ Dr. Villaume also outlined a
fraduate programme that is toc und rtaken over the next dc-
cade. WLU is to be a selective
university specializing in certain
graduate fields. Theology, Arts,
Social Work and Business Ad-
ministration are the four fields
of concentration.
The Theology programme is
well under way in the Seminary.
The Arts programme has been
started with M.A. studies in Ro-
mance Language and Geography.
Two more Arts M.A. studies
may be added next year.
The School of Social Work is
expected to be launched in 1966
if suitable professors can be
found before then.
The Graduate Programme in
Business is slated for 1969" sub-
ject to the approval of the Sen-
ate.
Dr. Villaume stated the rea-
sons for undertaking graduate
studies were three-fold.
First, WLU must make its con-
tribution to educate new profes-
sors. WLU must add to th« dim-
inishing supply of professors.
Second, the graduate program-
mes will support research. Al-
though WLU is orientated to-
wards teaching with graduate
studies there will be co-operation
between faculty and graduate
students in research.
Third, graduate programmes
will be a challenge to the facul-
ty. It will make their everyday
teaching more varied and re-
warding.
The President also discussed
the proposed Orillia campus. The
Board of Governors has approv-
ed this project in principle only.
The town council of Orillia will
supply 200 acres, a lecture hall
for 600 and service utilities if
WLU comes in. They have rais-
ed approximately $1 million on
their own for the project. There
has been no action by WLU as
yet on the proposal.
The President pointed out that
he felt WLU is meeting its re-
sponsibility to higher education
in Canada. WLU wants to make
a contribution, and by educating
2400 undergrads a year this con-
tribution is being made. As well
by remaining independent WLU
is pioneer in the field of edu-
cation.
Cars, Queens And Carnality:
Oriental Theme For Winter Carnival
The news this week from the
Winter Carnival Committee con-
cerns cars, as well as other in-
teresting tidbits. Winter Carni-
val wiM have two "Wreck 'em"
cars this year for the benefit of
all frustrated fed-up depressed
students of this campus. For 25c
anyone can apply two blows
with a sledge hammer to these
vehicles.
On a less destructive note,
the Waterloo Lutheran Univer-
sity Sports Car Club is sponsor-
ing a Gymkhana to be held in
the parking lot of the T.A.
There will be three classes with
three trophies awarded as well
as one "Over-all" trophy.
One car will be allowed on
the route at a time and will
compete against the clock to
finish the course without faults
suoh as knocking over a pylon.
Points will be taken off for
such offenses. The course, it
must be added, will not be made
known until just prior to the
start of the contest. The classes
are open for all types of cars,
Mini Minors to Lincolns, and the
necessary gate adjustments will
be made for each car.
Turning now to other topics,
the University of Waterloo has
decided not to send a Queen
this year. No definite reason has
been given. Loyola is sending a
Queen. The theme for this
year's Winter Carnival will be
"Oriental", and the Lettermen's
Club is planning ,a pagoda af-
fair to be sculptured in ice.
"Tommy Hawk" is going to be
the permanent symbol of Winter
Carnival.
Finally the choice of enter-
tainment has been narrowed
down to Rich Little and perhaps
Joe and Eddy or Gail Garnet.
Work is moving forward on
Winter Carnival and further de-
tails will be given as the week-
end approaches.
Cord To Print Seminary Views
The Cord Weekly is pleased
to welcome Per Fidem as a
part of this edition. Per Fidem
is the official publication of
the Waterloo Lutheran Semi-
nary and is currently under the
editorship of Mr. Barry Boeck-
ner. This publication will ap-
pear three to five times a year
as an integral part of the Cord
Weekly.
The purpose of the Per Fidem
is to present the Seminary view-
points and news to the students
of WUC. The opinions expres-
sed in the Per Fidem section
are not necessarily those of the
Cord editors.
We welcome the Seminarians
to the Cord and we hope our
readers enjoy their contribut-
ion.
Dean's Hour Welcomes Students
The Dean's Hour now takes
place at WUC every Wednesday
from 3:30 to 4:30. The Dean of
Students, Dr. Speckeen, will
meet informally with students
at this time in the upstairs loun-
ge of the SUB.
Dr. Speckeen is very interest-
ed in talking informally with
the students of this campus. He
eats in the Dining Hall almost
every day to gain closer con-
tacts with the students.
The Dean feels that this effort
is not enough; so he has under-
taken the Dean's Hour. He
hopes a closer communication
can be developed between him-
self and the students.
He says, "You can be imper-
sonal on a small or large cam-
pus. It all depends on the ap-
proach you use. The number oft
students does not necessarily
affect the personal touch."
In the next year he hopes to
initiate a Dean's Dinner Stu-
dents would receive special in-
vitations to the dinner hosted
by the Dean.
Dean Speckeen is anxious to
see students. Go talk to him
every Wednesday. (By the way
he serves coffee and donuts).
Last Sunday Graham Inson, a student at Water-
loo University College, and his wife Jean, present-
ed their son Gavin for Baptism in the Seminary-
Chapel. The child was born on September 7 and
was the first to be baptized here by Pastor Francis
Wagshall.
Notice
A list of all club executives
must be presented to Mr. Brian
Near, Vice President of Stu-
dents' Council by December 10
at 12:00 noon.
Failure to present such a list
will result in failure of Stu-
dents' Council financial com-
mittee to allocate funds to such
clubs this year.
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International Program Reviewed
by Rob Stitt
Since they arrived on campus,
the International students have
become the most inquisitive and
attentive group while in class or
outside it. Their keen desire to
learn has been to the delight
of the Business Administration
Department, as it co-ordinates
the program.
The program was originally
set out to be easily comprehens-
ible to all the students, despite
their varied background. How-
ever it was found that for some
of the students, this levei was
too basic. This is remarkable as
the average age of the group is
only 30, but have had several
years out in their respective
business climate. Therefore, the
program was strengthened in
intensity with the addition of
more courses at a higher level.
Some students were even put
into regular business courses at
the second year and the third
year level, where they were still
able to keep up with our regul-
ar students.
On one test in Accounting (a
second year Business course)
most of the International stud-
ents got 100%, while our regular
students fared somewhat less
ftivourably. As a result of the
great showing made by these
Students from other lands, more
changes have been projected in-
to their program. .
A special basic bourse in
Applied Economics and the
main ingredients of the fourth
year Cost Accounting courses
are to be taught. Dr. Bonner,
as Co-ordinator Of the program,
is exceedingly happy with the
results achieved and is most
willing to give more courses to
the students to broaden their
educational sphere. The more
they learn during their nine-
month stay in Canada, the more
they will be of benefit to their
homeland.
Also, during their brief time
at our campus, they have taken
many tours and visits to industr-
ies and other institutions. Some
of these visits were at the in-
vitation of the company, indicat-
ing the interest generated in our
program to teach students ffcom
other lands. Most of these in-
dustrial visits are the same ones
as taken by second and third
year Business students. When
the International students tour
plants, the comments afterward
by the plant officials are most
revealing. It appears that the
International students are more
attentive, want to see more, and
ask definitely more probing
questions. Apparently plant of-
ficials are kept more on their
toes with these International
students, who desire to learn
more detail of plant operations.
As the government is the
paying member for this program,
it takes an interest in its prog-
ress. -At this point it is most
satisfied with the results. With
the apparent success of the
program, some students may be
able to stay longer in Canada
and take further courses, with
the government picking up the
tab. Therefore such a program
will be permanently incorporat-
ed into those offered at WUC.
With Christmas approaching,
what are these students going
to do over the Holidays 9 The
Business Administration Depart-
ment would like to arrange for
the whole group to journey to
New York City and stay there
for a week. While in New York,
several tours and visits could
be arranged to add to their
quest for knowledge. A world-
famed Business consultant may
speak to the students. An ex-
tensive visit of the United Nat-
ions would of course, be includ-
ed, in addition to other of the
notable sights of the city. A
visit of this nature is something
that would add immensely to
the impressions gained by these
students.
The costs for this journey are
not being borne by the Business
Administration Department of
the University. Industry and
charitable foundations have been
approached to cover the costs
involved. Also, as a result of
this special program several
organizations and industries
have become interested in the
operations of our University.
Through the success of the
International student program,
WUC is gaining in stature on
an international basis.
Married
Students
Mingle
by Dave Pease
Dr. S. Hellyer, of the Psychol-
ogy Department, speaking at the
first meeting of the Married Stu-
dents Club, pointed out the fact
that many times married stu-
dents are left out of college ac-
tivities.
He feels that there is a great
necessity for a club like this on
Campus. It not only provides so-
cial activity for the husbands
but also gives their wives a
chance to join in with student
affairs. This is very important
because in most cases they are
the providers tor the family dur-
ing the school years and have
even less chance to socialize.
Dr. Hellyer pointed out, as a
former married student, that the
limitations and restrictions are
offset by the advantages of mar-
riages such as a built jn secre-
tary, source of strength and a
soft shoulder.
He also pointed out that the
trend in the United States is to-
wards more married students
and he felt that this would be
the pattern for Canada in the
future.
At the close of the meeting
Dr. Hellyer kindly agreed to be
faculty advisor for the new club.
The next meeting will be on
Dec. 17 in the form of a "Pot-
luck" dinner at Barry White-
head's, 182 Vermont Street, Wa-
terloo.
Photo by Black
The Girls
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Students — exercise your franchise!... SUPPORT
R2lk RON BUDDELL
......... RON BUDDELL, BA, MBA, CA (This is a paid political .advertisement)
1 M n i ■■•■-....:■
Former WUC Student Seeks
Seat On Waterloo Council
Murray Davidson, former WLU
student and staff 'member, is
seeking a seat on Waterloo City
Council. The 27 year-old Mr.
Davidson is a third year honors
student at U of W specializing
in political behaviour (including
his own), but still retains his
ties with tihe "old school" by
serving as statistician for the
football "Hawks".
Before returning to school
full-time a year ago Murray was
a radio announcer, news report-
er, public relations man and
spent two years as assistant to
WLU vice-president, Dr. Henry
Ehdress. He also served as
special assistant to Dean of
Students, Dr. F. J. Speckeen, in
the recent federal elections; and
has been a local union presid-
ent, church fund raising chair-
man and active public speaker.
In announcing his decision to
run for council, Mr. Davidson
declared, "Waterloo has the
youngest population in Canada,
yet the voice of half the populat-
ion, those 27 and under, has
never been heard. How can we
plan for Waterloo tomorrow
when those who will be most ef-
fected by future developments
are never consulted?"
"The need all across Canada
is for leadership," he continued.
T think I can give that leader-
ship and a progressive voice for
the young people of this city. I
have no elaborate plans for
spending the city treasury, all
I want is an efficient city gov-
ernment that represents the
wishes of all the people."
Where does a student get the
money to run for council? "Un-
fortunately, my campaign budget
is miniscule. I have received
donations from two local civic
leaders who feel there is a need
for a mature young voice in city
affairs, but I am relying primar-
ily on those students and faculty
members who are eligible to
vote to get out on Monday and
cast their ballot for someone
they know will have their in-
terests at heart."
If Wintre's Here, Can
Zing! Be Far Beyond
Last Friday night in the T.A.
Albee came to the Provinces.
Produced by Molly Harris and
directed by George Thompson,
The Incredible World of Edward
Albee was a bright spot in a
dreary world of basketball gam-
es and animal dances.
It seems, though, that many
in the audience failed to recog-
nize the difference. The audien-
ce, . particularly on Saturday
night, comprised as dense a
herd of Yahoos as ever infect-
ed a theatre.
Rotund matrons togged in the
latest from Eaton's Annex coo-
ed and swooned in disbelief. It
is true that the language in The
Zoo Story and The American
Dream becomes a trifle vivid
at times. But, when grave, of-
fended prudes swish out in a
huff of indignation halfway
through the play, they are be-
ing hypocritical. After all, the
language in their own living
rooms would make a trooper
blush!
By the way, this is a review
of the audience. If you want a
review of the play, see page 13
of this edition.
One should not, I suppose,
berate the ironmongers and
clodhoppers too severely. No
one brought up on a diet of
"Beverley Hillbillies" and "Cap-
tain Kangaroo" can be expected
to appreciate anything literate.
Still, presenting the Albee
plays is a step in the right di-
rection. Eventually the local
poultry may glimpse the old
truth that entertainment need
not foster vegetation, that a
play can amuse and provoke
thought. An evening of enter-
tainment does not have to be
an excuse to indulge in %erebral
self-abuse.
But enough of this ad homl-
nem. Ho-hum. Anyone for
checkers? Audax Major
Nicholas Schmidt as the Angel of Death speaks
to the dying- grandma, played by Liz Honsberger,
in "The Sandbox".
Time Study
Of Cafeteria
Business Administration stu-
dents last Thursday timed stu-
dents in the Dining Hall as they
went through the-line.
The purpose of the study was
mainly to gain practice in the
art of Time Study, but those in-
volved decided to aid those stu-
dents who always seem to arrive
at the cafeteria ten minutes be-
fore their next class.
The conclusion: It can be pre-
dicted that on a Thursday one
can expect to be in the lineup
for lunch for three minutes fif-
ty-five seconds from the . time
of picking up a tray to the time
of actually beginning to eat.
However, if one wishes to par-
take of the available relishes or
to have coffee with the meal
(which, incidentally, was found
to. occur in less than half the
cases recorded), one can expect
to wait for four minutes thir-
teen seconds before commenc-
ing to imbibe.
The conductors of the study
emphasize that these results are
not necessarily valid for other
meals or on other days of the
week, and that time waiting to
pick up a tray are not included
because of the great variability.
Nevertheless, it will likely take
you about four minutes to get
served, have the ticket punch-
ed and find a seat!
Mad Scientist Strikes Again
CHEMAGIC
Plashes of light, puffs of
smoke, - then inky blackness.
Prof. Young and his demies
shattered the nerves of their
audience as solutions wierdly
changed colour, candles lit myst-
eriously, and a perfectly good
handkerchief was ruined as 1.
changed from white bo black
in the presence of various
liquids.
A capacity crowd in IEI last
Wednesday evening was shower-
ed with liquids used to propel
corks from bottles in a display
of marksmanship.
The winner of this contest was;
allowed to demonstrate a powd-
er that exploded when struck
with a hammer. When he had
done this twice, Sorcerer Young
placed some of the same powder
in the man's hand and made
to strike it with the hammer.
His unwilling apprentice seized a
wrench in self-defence, but the
chemagician fired the powder
with a quick match producing a
harmless but startling flash.
In all it was a stimulating and
amusing event.
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Shetland pony. Unfortunately, the pony
passed but Mac failed his year. Neverthe-
less, his scholarly thesis "The Claymore
And Its Application to Tank Warfare" is
still talkedabout wherever military minds
gather. Convivial evenings at the Mac
Beth's often got a bit out of hand with
Mac looking daggers at his wife while she
washed her hands of the whole affair.
After a party for his boss was spoiled by
a gate-crasher named Banquo, they gave
up the ghost entirely. Mac Beth finally
suffered a sharp stroke in a quarrel with a
Mr. Macduff over a real estate deal involv-
ing Birnam Wood. Characteristically.his
final words were: "Lay off, Macduff".
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Christmas:
As It Is Written
by Peter Rempel
Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and
the government shall be upon his shoulder; and his
name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the mighty
God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace.
Isaiah 9.
Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring
forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel,
which being interpreted, is, God with us.
St. Matthew 1.
Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of
great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is
born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is
Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you; ye
shall find the babe wrapped in swadling clothes, lying
in a manger. And suddenly there was with the angel a
multitude of the heavenly hosts praising God and say-
ing, "Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace,
good will toward men." St. Luke 2.
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God. St. John 1.
For God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not
his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that
the world through him might be saved.
St. John 3.
And as they did eat, Jesus took bread, and blessed
and broke it, and gave to them, and said, Take eat: this
is my body. And he took the cup, and when he had given
thanks, he gave it to them: and they all drank of it. And
he said unto them, This is my blood of the new testa-
ment which is shed for many. St. Mark 15.
He was wounded for our transgressions, he was
bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace
was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed.
Isaiah 53.
And when they were come to the place, which is
called Calvary, there they crucified him and the male-
factors, one on the right hand, and the other on the left.
Then said Jesus, Father, forgive them; for they know
not what they do. St. Luke 23.
My strength is dried up like a potsherd; and my
tongue cleaveth to my jaws; and thou has brought me
into the jaws of death. The assembly of the wicked have
inclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet. They
part my garments among them and cast lots upon- my
vesture. Psalm 22.
The angel answered and said unto the women, Fear
not ye: for I know that ye seek Jesus which was cruci-
fied. He is not here: for he is risen, as he said. Come,
see the place where the Lord lay. And go quickly and
tell his disciples that he is risen from the dead.
And Jesus came and spoke unto them, saying, All
power is given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you: and, 10, I am with you always,
even unto the end of the world. Amen. .
1 ' ' St. MattheW 28.
WUC - 1965
Council Comments by Kent Newell
Most people find it fairly easy
to criticize nearly every thing —especially when it is a publica-
tion. At WUC, students find it
extremely easy to find fault
with our Board of Publications.
At last week's Council meet-
ing, the Chairman of the Board
of Publications sat on the edge
of his seat and received harsh
criticism for this year's Direc-
tory and the budget. Later in
the week students attacked the
Cord for its ineptitudes — thro-
ugh a columnist's interview
section:
Both of these attacks are en-
couraging in at least one as-
pect; students are paying for
the Board of Publications so
why shouldn't they criticize it?
Perhaps this shows that WUC
does have intelligent, interested
students. This last point remem-
ber, is only speculation.
From last week's interviews
in the Cord, it does seem that
at least most students this year
are reading the newspaper. This
is in itself a great improve-
ment over the past when multi-
farious Cord issues were left,
untouched by human hands. For
this reason only, one would
have to say that there must be
something in this year's paper.
The fact Is, that most avid
critics of the Board of Publica-
tions do not realize how much
work and skill are needed to
produce first rate publication's.
The newspaper itself is one
great rush against time. The
editors and managers must
spend countless hours every
week before the paper goes to
print at which time they im-
mediately start thinking about
the next week's deadline.
Having newspaper staff with
good experience in the field is
a rare thing to find at the uni-
versify level. This problem n
compounded at our school by
the fact that WUC has only
2,200 full-time students. How
then can we compete talent-
wise to Toronto's choice of
17,000 students?
This question is the same in
regards to financing the Board
of Publications. Our paper has
nowhere near the capital to
work with that most other
schools do. Where other editors
have their tuition paid, our edi-
tors don't. How can we really
expect the same competition for
the job or time spent in the job
at WUC.
In actually, this year's Cord
is at least as good as. and I
believe better, than the Cord
papers of the past. Maybe we
don't have the controversial
characters of the past writing
this year's columns, but there is
complete coverage of school
events where this was lacking in
past years.
For those who want contro-
versy our editors have always
endeavoured to present an in-
teresting viewpoint. Perhaps
the sensationalists have missed
the Editorials.
On the whole, I think this is
■where most people really be-
lieve the paper may have fail-
ed. It doesn't play on the sen-
sational side and this is what
most people want to read. The
same reason why the Toronto
Star and Tely outsell the Globe.
Our paper is as good as many
other university papers. Con-
sidering the few people who
really are active in producing
the paper, its quality is quite
good. A newspaper cannot
please the reader all of the
time. If a newspaper could, then
there would be no reason to
read it in the first place.
There is a Canadian 1949
nickel hidden in the grass
pictured above. If you spot
it, come immediately to the
Students' Council office and
claim your prize.
PRIZE — Studens' Coun-
cil is offering a scholarship
valued at $2,000 to the Uni-
versity of Waterloo.
Ever Onward
The Board of Publications of WUC has decided to
initiate a Cord editorship extending from January to
January. This action was taken in view of a recommen-
dation made by the 1964-65 Board.
It is to be understood that the request for a new
editor does not mean that the present editors are step-
ping down due to academic, student, Board of Publica-
tions, Students' Council or administration pressure.
The change at this time is merely to faciliate the initia-
tion of the new system.
The January to January editorship is common in the
majority of Canadian university newspapers. The bene-
fits derived from this system make it far superior.
Through this editorship a continuity is maintained
over the summer months. In September the editor
would not be faced with the monumental task of build-
ing up a new staff. There would be a skeleton staff
from the last academic year ready to start publishing.
This availability of experienced staff would allow an
earlier publishing date in September.
Secondly the new editor would not be forced to im-
mediately undertake all the responsibility of publish-
ing. The old editor would remain as technical advisor
until the new editor gained the knowledge and confi-
dence to publish alone.
Similarly a better education staff could be under-
taken. In our present system the new editor is also /
faced with the problem of educating unexperiencd
staff. With the new system the skeleton staff could
easily break the new people into techniques of their par-
ticular field. The new editor ideally would have a com-
pletely experienced staff for his first term.
This new editorship will allow a continuity to run
through the Cord organization. Editorial policy will be
subject to change but the technical aspects will conti-
ually improve. The ultimate result of this system is
overall improvement of the Cord in. all fields.
Note: The requirements for this new editorship is a
C average at Christmas. The editor may slip to a D
average on the finals.
Campus Coffee
House Opened
This coming Saturday be-
tween 9 p.m. and 1 a.m. there
will be an evening of fo]k sing-
ing in the gym of Willison Hall.
Several faculty members are
being approached to read their
poetry, along with other selec-
tions. Various people from the
Waterloo area will perform
renditions of popular English
and French folk ballads and
other assorted selections.
Students and faculty are in-
vited to attend this delgihtful
and inexpensive evening. The
cost of 75c will include all the
coffee, peanuts and music you
can take.
Please frosh. do not bring
your books with you!
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This is the last issue
of the CORD WEEK-
LY for 1965. The
CORD will publish
again on January 14,
1966.
— Editors
BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS
The Waterloo Lutheran University Student
Board of Publications is now accepting appli-
cations for the position of
CORD WEEKLY - Editor
Applicants must have a "C" academic average
and be willing to spend a considerable amount
of time in fulfilling the duties of this respon-
sible position. The successful candidate will re-
ceive an honorarium of $150 per annum. The
term of office will henceforth be from Feb-
ruary to February.
Written applications must be submitted before
January 15, 1966 to
M. J. Boyce — Chairman
Student Board of Publications
S.U.B.
Frosh Footprints
by Evelyn Holst
It's good to see that active Frosh participation in
sports is carrying on from the football field to th©
spheres of the basketball floor and hockey rink.
About six freshman were regulars on the Golden
Hawk Football team this fall. While reading the week-
ly SPORTS NEWS reports one could hardly have mis-
sed such names as Rick Infant, Dave McKay and Carl
Maida appearing more than once. But then, seeing
these guys in action says more than can mere words.
Such solid Freshmen backing gives the Freshmen
class something to be proud of. You've laid the founda-
tions now fellas, so keep up the good work in future
seasons!
And now that the Basketball and Hockey season is in
full swing, the spectator will be sure to see at least ten
©f our eager and energetic Frosh athletes out there
with the ball and puck leagues.
These fellows are already showing good ability and
spirit. Give them a year or two more and they'll be
able to match and possibly exceed the talents of their
present upperclass team mates. We're pulling for you
all the way guys!
But let's not forget the unfading, persistent determi-
nation of our Faithful Five Freshette cheerleaders who
also braved the storms of the football season along
with their team.
Members of the team have commented on the great
job these girls have done. But then, where else could
one find such sparkling, 'fresh' spirit than that which
was exhibited by these talented Freshettes ? !,
Sincere congratulations are in order for the cast of
players and.the production staff of the "Albee Plays"
this past weekend.
I was truly amazed, and deeply thrilled by what
in my opinion (shared by many others, I might add),
was fantastic acting on the part of each individual play-
er. A highly commendable job!
Special mention at this time goes to the two Fresh-
men who took part in this University Players presenta-
tion. Such contribution indicates good school spirit, and
also shows that talent is certainly not lacking in the
First Year class.
The role of the typical society woman, Mrs. Barker
was played by Linda Watkinson. It -was obvious that,
right down to the 'bare' elements, this Freshette really
felt her part, and was therefore able to project her
feelings out to the audience. Linda is Secretary of the
"University Players, and appears to be doing a great job.
Nick Schmidt, our American Dream Boy of the Frosh
Class for '65-66, added to. the symbolism which was
relevant in the play. He, too, seems quite talented. But
in "The Sandbox" things proved to be rather 'fatiguing'
near the end - didn't they Nick!? How about a fewpushups next time?-
R.K. Lectures seem to be having their ups and downs
lately. Why, only the other day one of our sweet Fresh-
ettes experienced 'lecture theatre blues' in a most 'em-
barasslipping' way.
It seems that when she stood up to answer a question
for her prof, her skirt didn't make it along with her;
rather, it 'slipped' down to the floor instead.
But due to the undivided attention the students had
been giving to the lecture, only 9/10ths of the entire
group noticed her predicament.
Yet she handled the 'slipuation' quite well, pulling
herself together without too many not looking!
Modern Michaelangelo
Alex Dowds is a 19 year old
sculptor in "acrylic paint and
other things." Exposing himself
as carefree and independent of
reason (in using the media he
uses and doing with them the
things he does), he breezed
through a noon-time chat at the
University of Waterloo Theatre
of the Arts last Wednesday.
Amiable, Southern Irish and
definitely the creative type, he
was here to promote or rather
to accompany his exhibition of!
sculpture in the acrylic media
in the Theatre Gallery and
spoke to several tens of people
about his work and experience.
His media for the uninitiated,
is acrylic paint thrown or teased
over shapes and forms of
cement fondue cast with wire
tangles. The sculptures or col-
lections are professionalized
with supports of coloured plixi-
glass, complimenting the aery
lie paint and enabling the sus-
happening
Mary hofstetter ron patrick taylor shantz pete Schneider bryan dare
Classical
The Kitchener Watterloo Phil-
harmonic Choir presents The
Christmas Oratorio by J. S. Bach
on Tues. Dec. 7, 8:30 p.m., at
St. Andrew's Presbyte ri a n
Church in Kitchener.
The Toronto Symphoy Orches-
tra conducted by the highly ac-
claimed Seiji Ozawa wiill appear
in concert at the K-W Auditor
ium Jan. 5.
The National Ballet of Can-
nada presents The Nutcracker
at the O'Keefe Centre, Dec. 26
through Jan. 1.
From Dec. 13 - 18 the Metro-politan Opera will present Cin-
derella, Madame Butterfly, Car-
men, and Susannah at the O'-
Keefe.
Jazz and Popular
Famed jazz vibist Peter Ap-
pleyard and his quartet have
just begun an engagement at
the Park Plaza Hotel, Toronto.
Larry Lee and the Leesures,
a group native to Kitchener may
be seen at the Grand Hotel,
Bridgeport, after recently re-
turning from a lengthy stint in
Las Vegas.
Eduardo Sasson talented fla-
menco guitarist-singer is cur-
rently featured at Castle George,
Toronto.
One of the top Ontario night-
club combos in the rhythm and
blues field, The Five Furys be-
gin a limited booking at the
Kent Hotel, Waterloo.. Also at the K-W Auditorium
a Country and Western show is
presented Dec. 2, featuring such
favourites as Ferlin Husky and
Sonny James.
IN MOVIES
At U of W on December 8 at
12:15 there will be a showing of
several Norman McLaren films.
These films are created without
cameras by means of electron-
ics and paint and brushes. Sound
tracks in some are included but
again created by ink and pen
only. This is the second in the
series and will include: Pen
point discussion; A Phantasy;
A Chairy Tale; Neighbours;
Rythmetic. The films will be
shown in the Chemistry Bldg.,
room 271.
If you're in Toronto in the
near future, look into these
films:
Dr. Goldfoot and the Bikini
Machine, starring Vincent Price,
is a spoof on espionage and
science fliction; a mad scientist-
type invents a machine produc-
ing bikini-clad robots. Down-
town, etc.
Sanjuro, now showiiv? at the
New Yorker Cinema, i.. the lat-
est film by the masti r Japan-
ese director Kurosawa whof
created such classics .s "Ros-
homon" and "The Sev. >n Samu-
rai". Both these films 1 ive been
adapted by the Ameri ,ans into
highly-rated westerns i The Out-
rage and the Magnificent Seven).
Sanjuro promises to be of the
same high quality as its fore-
runners.
The Agony and the Ecstacy
which premieres on Dec. 25 at
the University Theatre, is a
must for holiday viewing.
IN PAPERBACKS
The Secular City: Harvey Cox.
MacM. $1.65. An inoreasingly
significant book, The Secular
City turns a clear and penetrat-
ing light on our society and its
problems. Cox sees the modern
city (of man) as "the place
where the action is." Authough
Harvey Cox has gone to jail for
some of his ideas, the book's
persuasive arguments may
awaken some to a more respon-
sible citizenship.
Street Corner Society: William
Foote Whyte. Phoenix. $2.95.
The study of a slum society,
this book has raDidly become a
sociological classic. 'ON CBC T.V.
On Sunday, -Dec. sth, at 10
p.m., The Mills of the Gods
deals with the plight of Viet-
nam's peasants, who are trap-
ped between god-like ideol-
ogies - each claiming to fightfor his welfare.
On Dec. 6 and 13, at 10 p.m.,
a two-part programme dealing
with Poverty in Canada promis-
es to be an interesting and pos-
silby shocking experience. It is
based on a study by the Natio-
nal Council of, the YMCA's of
Canada. ',
IN ART
Waterloo Lutheran University
will enjoy in the new year its
first Student-Faculty Art Exhi-
bition to be held on campus.
Plans are now in the making
for both students and faculty
members to show their creative
talents in the form of paintings
drawings, sculpture, sketches,
etc. Although it will not be held
until February, those that are
interested in this project should
see before Christmas either Ron
Patrick Sc. n, or Cecilia Paaoe
Ec. n to make arrangements for
submitting works. Notices will
be distributed later this week
to faculty and students concern-
ing this much-desired and much-
needed project. Special note to
the Torque room: make a re:.ol-
ution for the new year to sub-
mit comething creative to this
project.
At the Gaslight Gallery until
Dec. 31 is an exhibition of Maiqit
Batterbauer's mosaics, enamels
and stained glass studies. Mrs.
Batterbauer has studied in Vien-
na at the Academy of Fine
Arts and has entered and won
competitions in Linz, Austria
and Munich, Germany. She won
the Canadian-open contest for
the mosaic mural in Toronto's
Riverdale Hospital, did the"
window of stained glass for our
St. Michael's Church across the
street and also had done stained
glass work in the seminary, as
On Campus
Friday, Dec. 3 — 6 p.m. Women's Residence annual Christmas
Party. Dinner and dancing. By Invitation Only
Saturday, Dec. 4 — 6:45 p.m. I.V.C.F. Social in T.A.
9 - 1 a.m. Willison Hall Coffee HouseTuesday, Dec. 7 — 6-8 p.m. COTC in 2CB. 2C3, 2C2.IN SPORTS
Friday, Dec. 3 — HOCKEY - WLU at Uof MichiganSaturday, Dec. 4 — HOCKEY - WLU at Uof MichiganBASKETBALL - WLU at U of Western OntarioThursday, Dec. 9 — 7 p.m. HOCKEY - Ryerson at WLU.
Belafonte On View
Recently I had the rare plea-
sure of watching an entertainer
establish a true rapport of
thought and experience with an
audience. The scene was "The
Riverboat" in Toronto's York-
ville. The entertainer, Anita
Sheer, a guitarist and folksing-
er of magnificent grace and art-
istry, held her audience spell-
bound during the entire per-
formance with a repertoire of
international "gypsy-folk" songs
and flamenco solos. For a brief
forty-five minutes everyone in
the little cafe was united in a
oornmunion of aesthetic apprec-
iation for the art and the idea
expressed by this artist. Fof
ever this brief while, the mind
and soul of the audience was
one in the unity of appreciation
and hope expressed by Miss
Sheer's songs.
I was thus reminded of the
power and importance of the re-
cent trend toward folk music
and the use of it as a means of
communication. I feel that this
is a very significant develop-
ment in the history of music.
This fact was further brought
out recently when many of \us
experienced an unusually .worth-
while hour of television via CBC
Toronto. That evening, Harry
Belafonte was presented from
O'Keefe Centre in Toronto. Dur-
ing the hour Belafonte reached
out to his audience and made
them feel with their hearts what
he sang from his. The show used
the unique format of the art-
ist's personal reflections on him-
self as a performer, his songs,
and his audience and thus pro-
vided a rare insight into Bela-
fonte the man.
The performance had a uni-
versal appeal with songs of love,
life, war, freedom and ethnic
culture. It featured songs in
French - Canadian, Greek, andJewish styles as well as common
English and Calypso. -A parti-
cularly bright spot was the sing-
ing of Nana Mouskousi, a Bela-
fonte discovery with a remark-
ably" beautiful voice.
But aside from the entertain-
ment value of the show, I thou-
ght it significant that Belafonte.
when he sang, had the audience
united in soul to the enjoyment
and appreciation of his music
and his thought, just as Anita
Sheer had done with the little
audience in "The Riverboat" —
Four thousand people vof one
mend at peace with one another
while experiencing a common
bond. All this is achieved ,by
communication — the uniquecommunication by an artist to
his audience and by the people
in the audience to each other.
Perhaps therein lies a partial
solution to human problems, in-
dividually and universally. Like
the ancients, we may soon find
that music offers a solution
borne, not in opposition to hu-
man nature to combat it, but
borne out of human nature to
augment it. Perhaps music is a
never ending quest for peace of
mind and soul in the commun-
ion of all men with themselves
and nature.
What do you mean we should watch TV, listen to
radio and read the Cord, especially page 5. I've gotj
to drive the "broad" home.
(Continued on page 13)
(Continued on page 13)
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MORE MIGHTY MASS MUMBLINGS
by Evelyn Holst
Jim Schwan
2nd Year
General Arts
—a vast improvement over
last year. Not so much trash. I
appreciate the articles on the
council, cause even they have
admitted they lack a little. "Al-
leluia to new sports editor".
Dave Coons
3rd Year
Honours Economics '——usually pretty good. I don'tlike business column. It's kind
of foggy.
Wayne Edyt
4th Year
Honours Economics
—It's good so far. I don't like
the Toronto entertainment sec-
tion. I can read that out of a
daily paper. If should have more
activities around the city men-
tioned, not Toronto!
Gerry Kilcup
4th Year
Honours Philosophy and History
—better than last year. I en-
joy the letters to the Editor.
The quality of a good Univers-
ity newspaper is to be contro-
versial, but ours isn't. The edi-
tors play it safe. They should
waek Villaume more often.
Bill Boyd
2nd Year
Honours English and Psychol-
ogy
->—it could give more support
to clubs. Should tell what the
weekly activities accomplish.
Scott Parkinson
2nd Year
Chemistry Major
— It's interesting in places.
The humor articles are good.
It doesn't compare with West-
ern's paper for example, but
there the administration doesn't
have such a tight grip on the
student body as it does here.
Harvey Moscoe
2nd Year
General Arts
I look forward to it. It doesn't
have enough outside campus life.
The U. of W. paper has outside
entertainment mentioned, e.g.
"Inherit the Wind" on TV should
have been mentioned.
Brian Linseman f
Ist Year Business Administra-
tion
It's kind of conservative but
it has to be because it's a re-
ligious or church supported col-
lege here.
John Klassen
3rd Year *General Science
I spend more time with the
daily paper. But there is a wide
variety of information on school
life.
Paul Gundry
Ist Year
General Arts
It's one-sided. It needs little
captions under the pictures.
Cal Fahrner
Ist Year
General Arts
I don't read it too thorough-
ly. Some activities should get
coverage that aren't. The lay-
out is nice. There are no two
sides given, just one.
Arnold Bock
3rd Year
Honours Politics
It won't enter into any con-
troversy. It's trying so damn
hard not to irritate the ad-
ministration.
Ab Klassen
Ist Year
Honours Business
Very good sports coverage.
It could have more informa-
tion on coming events — they-'re slack here.
Bill Husalc
3rd Year
General Arts
Better than last year. They're
missing Remple and Gadsby —
no one to replace them with
the types of columns they wrote.
Harry Margel
Ist Year
General Arts
O, I read it. It's biased. They
should and are pro-Waterloo.
They either knock it or they're
for it. Every issue different.
Harry Borenstein
Ist Year
General Arts
Nothing in it that is really
interesting or stimulating. I
read it just cause it's here
Friday.
Keith Nights
2nd Year
Pre-Theology
— no complaints. Nothingthat I could improve on my-
self. I like the articles on the
profs. We find out what, they're
doing. If they're not doing
anything, I don't like them.
Bill Slobodian
2nd Year
General Arts
Sports Columns good. Cover-
ed better. Editorials written
and letters they're publishing.
John Knapp
Ist Year i
General Arts ,
Good Publication. Should take
more critical views, stands.
They should do more to create
controversy.
Scott McMillian
Ist Year
General Arts
Very good school paper. Sports
good. Special features such as
the center page of pictures is
good.
Peter Klassen
3rd Year
General Arts
Should be put out in time for
students to read who don't have
classes on Friday. I just barely
glance through it.
Ernest Wiens
2nd Year
General Arts
I read every one. They have
some informative articles, but... I don't know.
Garth Jackson
3rd Year
Honours Socialogy and English
I have no real complaints with
the Cord cause I have nothing
to compare it to.
Anonymous
There never seems to be that
much that's interesting. It does-
n't interest me. It's free anyway.
Doug Waters
2nd Year
Business
I Jike the editorials, but I've
just read them once and they
sound all right. Why don't they
put the. sports on the first page.
Bill Gilespie
2nd Year
General Arts
It's a lot better than last year;
better editorials. They should
have a better way for circula-
ting them—i.e. nof just one spot.
Bill Mansell
2nd Year
Business
They ought to have more com-
ics, like B.C. I like "The Girls".
Otherwise it's good.
Dave Egerton
3rd Year
General Arts
I don't like it too much—no
reason. They really don't have
much in it. They should have
more sports, more pictures.
Marshall Freed
2nd Year
Business 'It's the only defence the stu-
dent has against the administra-
tion.
Tim Wright
2nd Year
Business
I've never taken much inter-
est in it because it never has
anything in it that I want to
read. Why don't they have ar-
ticles on the league sports? They
should have more articles re-
garding student problems e.g.
parking problems.
Gord Ross j„
Ist Year
General Arts
As far as a student paper is
concerned, it's a good effort.
There are too many cases of
plagerism (copying) from other
papers, e.g. last week. Since it
is student paper there should be
more from the students here."As
far as reporting student activi-
ties, it seems to serve its pur-
pose. The layout is generally
good.
Chris Bailey
3rd Year
Honours History
"Lovely for piling wood".
Mike Timgren
2nd Year
General Arts
Parts of it are ail right, e.g.
sports. I like the articles on the
girls' ideas of the fellows in
sports. Sometimes it never gets
here on time.
Frank Barry
3rd Year
History Major
You never know when it's
coming. I'm pretty happy with
it, but why devote a whole page
for CUS? There was no com-
munication of what the organi-
zation was. They should have
some chapel periods publicity,
at least since it is a church
school. But generally they're do-
ing a good job, especially the
sports coverage. <
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CHRISTMAS
CARDS
HOW ON SALE
SUGGESTIONS for your
CHRISTMAS LIST
it Peter Pauper (hard cover) for
Mom, Dad, kid Sister or Brother
it One of our fine selection of Better
Paperbacks for that thinking friend
or relative
it Children's Sweat Shirts or T - Shirts
it Cardigan Sweaters
-fa Jackets
it Pens (a wide selection)
it Leather Coasters
it Elegant Crested Book Ends
etc.
. . . try your
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
DIRECTORY
GOES
SPASTIC!
Please note that Dave Pady's
and Brian Near's Student
Council phone number
SHOULD read 744-8471 not
744-4871 as previously pub-
lished.
BECOME
IMMORAL NOW!
(pay later)
There are just six
weeks left to contri-
bute to
CHIAROSCURO
your literary magazine
on campus. The writ-
ing contest closes on
JAN. 14-66
If you feel inspired
over the Xmas break,
jot your ideas down
on a charred yule log.
Then, submit type-
script following rules
that are posted on
many bulletin boards,
throughout the school.
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE I
The position of DEFENCE ATTORNEY on the
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE is now available. All
interested parties apply to:
Dave Pady - President, Student's Council
Student Union Building
,_—""■™"™—""«■"■■«"»—»_—•_■■_____________a____________a___a»
Library Regulations For The
Christmas Holidays
Hours: The Library will close on Friday, December 17th,at 5 p.m. It will open during the holidays on Tues-day and Wednesday, Dec. 28th and 29th from 8:30
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Regular hours will resume onMonday, January 3rd, 1966...
For further information see Regulation Posters in the
Library Foyer or the Bulletin Board — S.U.B.
"^|-M____M________iMM.
GRADUATES!!!
If you have had your picture taken by any other
photographer than FORDE STUDIOS, you must sub-
mit a glossy print to the Keystone Office before Dec-
ecber 10th. No pictures will be accepted after this
date and your photo will NOT appear in the 1965-1966
Keystone.
— The Editor.
THE CORD WEEKLY STAFF
NEWS - Sue Bricco, Editor:. Staff, Evelyn Hoist, Pam
Dykes, Doug Ainsworth, Jim Dickinson, John Harvey,
Caroline Caughey, Leigh Sarney, Penny Edwards.
FEATURES - Dave Golem, Editor: Staff, Sue Greer,Dave Pease, Reg Plummer, Penny Ridge, Becky Gres-
pan, Linda Deeton, Kathy Dales,. Pete Miller.
SPORTS - Doug Brown Editor: Staff, Jim Schwan,
Kathi Ast, Dennis Pettit, Don McPhail, Howie Oretskv.
HAPPENINGS - Bryan Dare, Editor: Staff, MaryHofstetter, Taylor Shantz, Ron, Patrick, Pete Schneider.
' CUP - Ted Wellhauser, Editor.LAYOUT - Linda Mackenzie, Editor: Staff, LibbyBurt, Brian'Blakey, Jim Matz, Chris Folta. .PHOTOGRAPHY - Stan Jackson, Editor.TYPING - Sue Ball, Chief: Staff, Rhoda Ann Reimer,Kath Nettleton, Sharon Pye-; Barb Elichuck, Marjorie
Walker, Fran Moore, Sandra Tytik, Sharon Callaghan,
Sylvia Becker, Vie Slater. " '•'
PROOF READING ..(COPY) - Brenda Cluff, Chief:Staff, Marion Bue, Gori Renshaw, Marg Wallberg.
PROOF READING (Final Proof) - Bob Mclver,
Chief: Staff, Bill Woods, Jeff Fry, Paul Collins.
~,, CIRCULATION - Rob Stitt, Editor: Staff, Tom Davis,Mary Dunsford, Dave Little. .
Kangaroo Court Rejected At WUC
KANGAROO COURT: This is
a phrase typically used to de-
scribe the Judicial Committee in
the past. At last Wednesday's
Student Council meeting, meas-
ures were proposed which may
well abolish this term forever.
The following, interview-form ar-
ticle explains some of the prob-
lems and measures. ,
Q. What is the prjmary pur-
pose of the J.C. at WUC?
A." The constitution of WUC
states that the purpose of the
J.C. is to maintain decent be-
haviour, good conduct ahd prop-
er discipline of students in all
activities where the conduct of
behaviour' of students, while en-
gagedv in any activity, may in-
volve the honour or reputation
of the student body of WUC. I
might also add that the purpose
includes protecting the rights of
a student brought before the J.C.
by giving him a trial by his
equals.
Q. At the last Students' Coun-
cil meeting seven motions were
proposed and accepted. How
have these motions added to the
judicial system?
A. The position of District At-
torney was established and the
Chief Prosecutor was renamed
Crown Attorney. The Case sys-
tem was put into effect and a
system of appeal was passed.
This provides for records to be
kept of all cases (deleting names
of persons involved) so that a
mass of precedent may be built
up to serve as a key to judg-
ments in new cases. Perhaps
the most important thing that
..was passed was the motion
which dealt with suspension of
a student from classes upon the
recommendation of the Judicial
Committee. These, coupled with
the power to subpoena witnesses
and the opening of the formerly
closed court in certain circum-
stances, give the J.C. a great
deal more to work with than in
the past.
Q. What was the purpose in
recommending these motions?
A. The purpose of these recom-
mendations was to try to estab-
lish the J.C. as the primary
force on campus which would
deal fairly with student discip-
line. I feel that student discipline
of students is the best method
of control, but if it is to work
we must have the support of the
students, and of the administra-
tion. We must also -have author-
ity to work from past J.C. p>>
cedures and clear knowledge of
what is expected of us in the
future. The case system should
solve this problem for us.
Q. Dean Speckeen made It
clear to the student body that
all drinking offenses would he
punished by expulsion. Dots
suspension mean that you ate
trying to change this .rule?
A. If the Board of Governors
supports Students' Council and
the J.C. we hope that -expulsion
will be limited to only extreme
cases and..that suspension of a
student from classes for. a cer-
tain period of time will take its
place. We feel that suspension
is much fairer to the student
in that it does not make a stu-
dent waste a year for one mis-
take.
Q. Would the establishment of
an open court be detrimental to
the character of a student
brought before the J.C?
A. We must remember that it
a student is brought before Mag-
istrate's Court in Waterloo it
will be an open court in which
he is tried. If we are to estab-
WINTER CARNIVAL
Cord
And
Sex
"Now - - enjoy Fulfilling Sex-ual Happiness with this Newly
Developed DUO-STIMULAR!
A Brand New and Remark-
ably Effective Development of
Modern Medical Research!"
Have you failed to reach a
sexual climax lately? Perhaps
the above modern medical aid
can help you in your extra-cur-
ricular relations.
The scene was the Cord Office
Monday morning when the mail
arrived containing this little
brochure.
The mailing point was desig-
nated as Los Angeles, Califor-
nia.
The ad goes on to offer a
trial sample with price listings
of $9.95, $12.95, and $15.95. It
even offers a handy order form
for remailing to the company.
Molly Harris is seen applying make-up to the
nose of John Evans in the Albee plays.
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JOBS ABROAD
GUARANTEED
BRUSSELS: The International
Student Information Service
announced that 800 studentss
will be accepted in 1966 from,
an anticipated 4,000 applicants.
In the past four years ISIS has
placed more than 1,500 students
in jobs abroad, year-round and.
summer.
The first edition of their 32-
-page magazine JOBS ABROAD
is packed with on-the-spot
photos, stories and information
about your job abroad.
Learn how ISIS guarantees you
a job abroad anytime of the
year.
Read how to cover your expen-
ses of a thrilling trip abroad
for: FUN; CULTURE; PAY;
LANGUAGE; TRAVEL.
For your copy of Jobs Abroad.
air mail $1.00 to: ISIS, 133 rue
Hotel dcs Monnaies, Brussels 6,
Belgium. ,
WATERLOO
Starts Thurs., Dec. 2
A TOTAL JOY!
It is unlikely anything- fun-
nier will show up this sea-
son!
"Rotten To The
Core"
& The merriest mobsters in
monks clothing since The
Lavender Hill Mob!
"Crooks
In Cloisters"
, .
>V
Mm. \Jfr , r
Mm )kt&
rfc. tlk,. 40****t\
*^§|P^, / \•^ip«s--—.'. \
-1 \
\ " \■%
Made m Engbnd.
brushed leather. *■■•'■-■'■■■■^^*«^i^^ssSKto\Aja
sand color. * ftr.l%(genuine plama-
tion crepe soles). . "emsm
by
S^t i
f tOAKS
(11)
WflllriA/Pl <shflPQVYdIIWYGI OIIUCO
Phone SH 5-7881
182 King st. w. - Kitchener
Secretaire Bilingue
Nous avons besom. pour notre Departement
dc la Publicite, dune secretaire possedant le
i. A i •riailCaiS et 1 AllglaiS.
/-i ~
,
• ,Lette personne sera occupee par divers travaux
aussi bien que par la traduction dc lettres
Panarliprinpc: Fi-nnfnicpo To trnrliifHnn ncpun-dnaaiennes ridncaifc.es. L,a CiaaUCtlOn OCCUp-
era une petite mais importante partie dc son
travail.
Toute personne faisant application devra pos-
j j a. ￿. j v j.seder une experience dc travail dc bureau et
Parler le Fl'ancais et I'Anglais couramment.
' .Omark occupe mamtenant ses nouveaux bur-eaux sur la rue Edinburgh.Applicants may write or call
Industrial Relations Department
Omark Industries of CanadaL d.■
505 Edmburgn Road N-Guelph
Phone 822-2504
... SNOW SCULPTURES . . .
WINTER CARNIVAL "66"
** now *n *^c PreParation stage. One of the most colourfulevents of the Carnival is the construction of Snow Sculp-tUFes-
Thc Theme for sculptures this year is an oriental
one and to make them successful all classes and clubs
should take an active part in their construction.
All interested parties may pick up entry forms from:
bob reilly — 91 jviiiford Aye. — Phone 5,6-1752 or con-tact any member * me winter Carnival committee.To make the Carnival a success we ask as many clubs
and organizations as possible to actively support your Snow
Sculpture committee.
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES — DECEMBER 20, 1965
* ———a^—.^—.—.......—...——^.——i...—. __~ __. _. _..._APPLICATIONS_______
wutmm ninrWINTER CARNIVAL PARADE
c J i onSaturday, January 29
(deadline Jan. 15)
lst prize $5(M)0 plus Trophy
2nd prize $25.00
4
3r* Prizfe $I° oo,
~
, ,Application forms may be obtained by contacting
Doug Jarvis
or Sandy Menzies
Parade Committee
Winter Carnival Mailbox
S.U.B.
or Phone 744-7045
CAMPUSES ACROSS CANADA
Toronto (CUP) Student Film to
Premiere Dec. 9
What has been billed as "the
•world's first student feature
film" will have its North Ameri-
can premiere at the Royal On-
tario Museum Dec. 9-18.
Winter Kept Us Warm, an 81
minute black and white film was
produced by undergraduates at
the University of Toronto and
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute.
The film, which examines a
close campus friendship between
two young men from different
backgrounds, received enthusias-
tic notices when it was first
shown at the Commonwealth
Film Festival in Cardiff Wales.
Toronto (CUP) Christmas Con-
ference in Saskatoon
The Student The Student
Christian Movement will hold a
conference on world affairs in
Saskatoon Dec. 27 - 31.Participants will focus on
south-east Asia, non-violent ac-
tion for social change, Christian-
Marxist dialogue and interna-
tional aid and assistance.
The conference, open to full-
time students and all interested
from across Canada, will be
held in both French and English.
Planners hope for a broad dia-
logue since a meeting of United
Church young adults and the na-
tional conference of the Student
Union for Peace Action (SUPA)
will be held'in Saskatoon at the
same time.
Wolfville (CUP) Acadian to Re-
duce Church Control
The Baptist Church
be voted from its last Canadian
university stronghold.
The alumni of Acadia Univers-
ity has come out in favour of
limiting the right of the Atlantic
Baptist Convention to annoint
members to the University Board
of Governors.
Unrest developed from the
Baptist Convention's attempts
last August to. control all cam-
pus publications. The convention
also sought to gain complete
Church - dommance over the
Board of Governors and to purge
the faculty of all non-Christians.
The school's administration,
faculty, board of governors, stu-
dents and alumni have united
to oppose the attempted take-
over.
Montreal (CUP) Casula Dressed
Damned
A Loyola College administra-
tion committee has cracked
down on casual campus dress.
The Administration has threat-
ened to enforce their law which
includes jeans, sweat-shirts, and
shorts by fines and even expuls-
ion.
In reply to student demands
for the right to non-conformity
and individuality, the Dean of
Students, Father McDonough
stated that, "being .foul and dirty
and irritating women is not non-
conformity."
Father McDonough further
stated dress regulations should
be followed because of their
sensibility.
Edmonton (CUP)-Forfy African
and Canadian students from the
University of Alberta marched
through downtown Edmonton on
Nov. 13 to protest the British
government's indecisive hand-
ling of Rhodesia's unilateral de-
claration of independence.
The marchers carried a strong-
Iv-worded petition criticizing the
British government's policies
leading to the crisis and term-
ing the British reaction to the
crisis inadequate and ineffect-
ual.
The petition was presented to
J.D.G. Walker-Brash, the British
information officer and senior
representative of the British
government in the city.
While the statement does com-
mend some measures Britain
has taken it expresses fears that
economic sanctions are too len-
ient and will be ineffectual.
The petition asked the British,
in the name of liberty and hu-
manity, to use all means avail-
able, including force if necessary
to achieve a just conclusion to
the crisis.
TEACH-IN BAN LIFTED
AT KINGS
HALIFAX (CUP)--Dr. H. D.
Smith, president of King's Col-
lege has lifted the ban on teach-
in's at his campus provided they
are "well motivated, impartial,
and academic in the best sense
of the word."
The ban was placed on teach-
ing following a session on high-
er education at which univers-
ity officials were hissed several
times when they expressed dis-
agreement with the idea of free
education.
Dr. Smith had been critical
of a "sometimes rowdy, some-
times pseudo-intellectual" ele-
ment at the piped in version of
the Toronto teach-in, who attack-
ed the United States and her for-
eign policy. .
His ban, proclaimed Oct. 21
and lifted Nov. 3, had resulted
in criticism from students, facul-
ty, and the Halifax newspaper.
In a mimeographed pamphlet
distributed Nov. 1, King's stu-
dent council objected strongly to
Smith's move.
John Cleveland, president of
King's council stated that the
council is not engaged in a ven-
detta against Dr. Smith. He
went on to say that lifting the
ban "as not enough" and that
"Dr. Smith must apologize to
those he has offended."
Dr. Smith said he does not
believe that Cleveland speaks
for the entire council.
"I am not being nailed to the
tree by all members of the stu-
dent council." he said. "I hap-
pen to know that he (Cleveland)
does not speak for the entire
council."
FOUR GOLDEN HAWK
FOOTBALLERS NAMED TO O. I. F. C.
ALLSTAR TEAMS
Four football players from
WUC were selected to the OIFC
all star teams last week.
Bob Schmidt was selected as
left tackle on the offensive
team.
Ed. Turek was selected as left
half.
Ralph Spaltore made right
tackle on the defensive team
and Tom Richardson left end.
* * *The Ontario Intercollegiate
Football Conference held its
annual coaches post - mortemmeeting this week in Toronto
after viewing the first Canadian
Save the Children College Bowl
Game.
Out of the meeting came two
major recommendations for rule
changes to be proposed to the
Canadian Intercollegiate Athle-
tic Union Football Commission
in February.
The first of the recommend-
ations saw the coaches push for
blocking on punt returns from
the moment the ball is kicked
rather than waiting until the
ball is caught — as the rule pre-
sently requires. The second re-
commendation allows all back
as well as linemen to block at
will over the entire field with-
out any curtailment of back-
field. Both recommendations if
accepted by the CIAV are ex-
pected to add more offensive
punch to the game and at the
same time lessen the number of
instances where officials in the
past have been forced to wipe
out exciting plays.
The coaches also got their
heads together and came up
with the OIFC's 1965 All Star
team. Naming 26 players for 24
available positions.
The coaches were unable to
decide between Bob Howard of
McMaster and Al Seanlon of the
University of Ottawa for left
end position because of their
equally outstanding season of
play. Vince Thompson of Ot-
tawa and Ed Turek of Lutheran
formed the other deadlocked at
the left offensive half slot.
Thompson in his final year with
the University of Ottawa Gee
Gees was the only player named
to both the offensive and de-
fensive units.
The league champion, Univer-
sity of Ottawa Gee Gees had
nine Stalwarts named to the
coaches dream team with four
on offence and five on defence.
Carleton and Waterloo Luther-
an had six and four respectively
while the Waterloo University
Warriors gained three of the
honoured berths. McMaster plac-
ed two and Loyola and RMC
one each. No player was unani-
mous choice of the coaches.
P & G Review
Tuesday night the cast of
Gypsy attended a closed show-
ing of the movie version of the
play to familiarize them with
their, roles and the overall
story. Scripts have already been
distributed and rehearsels are
scheduled to begin immediately
afW the holiday.
Construction of sets,
the supervision. of Keith
Thomas, is expected to start
risht after exams and continue
through until Christmas.
David Wintre and John Evang,
who recently appeared in the
University Players' production
of Zoo Story, will be taking the
male parts of Herbia and Tulsa
respectively.
P & G is still faced with a
shortage of help. They are sen-
ding out an appeal to all those
who can sew, paint, drive nails,
apply make-up or perform any
of the other various functions
necessary to the success of such
a production. If you are interest-
ed, watch for the notices which
will appear on all of the bulle-
tin boards and sign your nam©
under the classification or clas-
siilications which interest you.;
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m. ? Apparel for jollity readied in jig-time |
JlllPll lUl* * c gentteman B°'mS'n circles due to a dearth ffl.1118* * ofcorrect clothing for the cheerful events ahead, T&' Pwlel *Hfi* * c ProPriel:or offers surcease. His staff will f^:fjlitlll 1111" * dance attendance upon fittings and deliver the f^'iWMII ROSS KLOPP
jl' * " • TAILORS — HABERDASHERS ij^
« ** * V ' OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL 9:00 P.M. 0,
All Baba
Steak House Ltd.
The Arabian /j§lrli»
Atmosphere ifP^liP
Mon. . Sat. >U I/^ jevWTill 3 a.m. V\/{t\ j\
Sunday 12- 9 VU\ . |\§>
Luncheon J jffififk
99c WW
The Home Of »
Char-Broiled Steaks --"The Absolute Finest"
$1.69
"The Steak House That
Caters To Students"
Now ....
Two Locations ! !
I
Wellington Hotel - Guelph
124-130 King St S.
Waterloo
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A CHRISTMAS SHORT STORY
"I am dreaming...."
by Joe Drepaul
.Books and papers litter my
desk and bed and floor. I fran-
tically attempt to do in two
weeks what I hadn't done the
whole semester: book reports,
term-papers, etc. I wonder who
will have notes of the 8:00 a.m.
class I could never wake up for.
"Let's go for a beer," my
room-mate insists.
Like the relief that comes to
one who can no longer bear his
physical pain, the relief of phys-
ical unconsciousness, we walk
through the snow down King
Street in academic unconscious-
ness.
It is snowing hard. Cars and
pedestrians emerge ghostlike
from the thick snow just ahead
of us and then fade away in
the thick snow behind us. We
do not see features. No eyes
question us: Who are you?
Where do you come from?
Where are you going? So our
sub-conscious is at rest from our
ontie problems. Thank God for
snow. Thank God for thick snow.
We are alone in the world and
un-tainted by the lenrous hands
of nhilosoDhy and religion. Our
intellect is a ouaint aooendage
which nleasurablv surnrises us.
Each lantern-nnle has its
Christmas bell. "Do you think
the street-noles in Georgetown
havo hells by now?"
"I guess so," I reply. We walk
on and Frank sings in joyful
anticipation:
"Silver bells, hear them ring,
Soon it will be Christmas time."
But the last note he sings is
a sad one and I know that this
manic-depressive has dropped
from his mountain top and now
lies on a jagged rock far below.
He looks at me with that typi-
cal smile of his—a blend of wist-
fulness, honesty, and mocking
humour. I reciprocate as best I
can.
"Why do you smile?" he asks.
The question is unnecessary
since our thoughts are in the
same channel.
I do not answer. For the sil-
ver bells we heard long ago
when we had no shoes on our
feet. They had rung loud and
clear and Christmas was Christ-
mas. Now they are faintly heard
by you and not at all by me.
"Oh I don't know," I reply. "I
was thinking ofChristmas bells."
"It's a pity, Steve. But we'll
never hear the silver bells of
Christmas again."
I became angry for no reason.
"Like hell, we won't. We ■ have
to preach it for the balance of
our lives." Mv voice directs un-
warranted vehemence at him.
With a mirthless laugh he
opens the door of the Men's Bev-
erage Room. We are in another
warm womb again, leaving the
snow to solve our problem.
The noise and smoke rise to
greet us: "Presenting Their
Royal Highnesses. Prince Frank
and Prince Steve!"
For this is where we hold
court. This is where each man
is a courtier and a jester for
our pleasure, and the tap-man
our butler. We peel off snow and
sit down.
"Yes, Gentlemen?" Our butler
is here. His servile forebears
had served our royal forbears
since time immemorial when we
had ruled in the ancient land
of Never, Never, and to where
all our lives we would be jour-
neying back.
Prince Frank replies with roy-
al grace: "Four lagers, please."
"Thank you, sir," said the tap-
man, pocketing the twenty-five
cent tip as we regret the loss
of two beers.
I light a Cameo and Frank
lights an El Producto. He is a
step nearer the throne than I
am. I face him and he, back
against the wall, faces the court,
surveying it with royal concern.
The smoke and the beer uncurls
in us and our eyes unfocus to
have a close up at realty. Some
drunks are bawling, "Silent
Night. Holy Night, All is calm.
All is bright." I discern a third
person at our table—our prob-
lem.
"Listen, Frank. When you get
children, your wife and you will
be happy making Christmas pre-
parations. The home will ring
with children's laughter. Pres-
ents will become nresents again.
Santa Claus will be as real as
ever. You will go to the candle-
Tight service and see Christ born
again. Christmas will become
Christmas." T had to raise my
voice over the bacchanalian
chorus:
"SWn in heavenly peace."
He had been listening with the
same smile—a blend of wisfful-
ness. honesty and mockery, the
latter element increasing as I
went on.
"Is this one of those illusions
of yours with which you have
to feed your busted ego?"
My repressed hostility against
the whole world finds a target
TAKE TWO— Christmas Story
and I curse him. "Well, why
not?"
He laughs and quotes:
"We're always chasing rain-
bows,
Watching clouds drifting by."
"I am sorry that you don't
have a rainbow to chase. That's
no fault of mine. I hope you
don't mind if I chase mine."
He fingers his glass and stares
into it. "I used to sing those
carols on Christmas Eve." He
sighs into his beer. His beer
is a crystal-ball to the forgotten.
"I walked not Corentyne road
but the actual road to Bethle-
hem. Bethlehem was so real and
I was right there in it; it wasn't
even funny." He raises his eyes
and I smile, "I know".
"And now we have come to
seminary to find out that there
isn't any God. What an awaken-
ing!"
But I can't awake. I am back
in British Guiana again, ankle-
deep in mud, cutting from the
button-wood tree a staff for my
act in the Christmas pageant
tonight. I am going to be a shep-
herd and in the eyes of mv rus-
tic father and in mv own I am
the chief shepherd. Tonight I am
a shepherd and I am going to
the manger. I meet Frank's eves
and tell him. Before he renlies
a drunken choral singer is at
our table:
"And hear the angels sing . . ."
The whole hall is singing. A
hall full of drunken angels.
Christ has fled civilization to
annear in the where dere-
licts congregate. We down our
fi«h beer.
"For lo! the days are hastening
on,
B" nrnnhet bards foretold."
It's Christmas. For a snlit sec-
ond T think . . . T am breaming.
Wp sirjg with our drunken angel
h-r-nrher:
"When with the ever-circling
years.
Shan come th» .A«e'of Gold." ,
A deen baritone next to our
tflTVp nicks un fn? tune and our
drtmlron-onwp'l brother is drawn
thither. We're on our sixth beer.
The chorus eo"*b">es and we are
not singing. Frank's rich tenor
is no good to him. I recognize
moment. In every drinking ses-
sion there is a ceiling 'afainst
which the hilarity hits and col-
lanses. Our moment had come.
"Tet's go."
We left the smoke and iollity
behind while the angel-chorus
grew fainter. Wp emerged from
the womb and the door closed
behind us. We moved blinking
at the bottom of a sea of snow,
and my heart was crying. I want
to dream!! I told my heart to
shut up.
Communism
Christianity
Several days of stimulating
discussion and presentations have
been arranged around the above
topic and other similar problems
that face the West in its strug-
gle with the East.
The Faith and Life Council
of WUC and SCM of U. of W.
have arranged to have on their
campuses Milan Opocensky. This
distinguished speaker is a sen-
ior lecturer in Systematic Theol-
ogy at the Comenius Faculty in
Prague. In addition to being a
very active international lectur-
er and speaker, Mr. Opocensky
is secretary of the Youth Com-
mission of Peace con-
ference in Prague.
Mr. Opocensky will be on the
2 Waterloo campuses from Jan.
9 - 13. His time will be dividedbetween the two campuses as he
lectures and participates in
seminars.
The schedule has yet to reach
its final form, but the following
events have been proposed: an
appearance at the Sunday even-
ing chaoel service at the Sem-
inary (Jan. 9. 10:00'). when Mr.
will ioin in the-regul-
ar 'coffee and cT'sctissinn' after
the service: a series of 3 semin-
ars CJan. 10. 11. T2") with the
jnonvberß selected from w'n'is
fields of studies — notablytheolfifv and political
a nubile lecture on Jan. T3..
Such topics as these should
be of considerable interest to
all students: "Christians and the
Communist State". "Marxism and
Christianity of the World Scene"
and "Young Peonle in the East
and West — do they reallydiffer?" .
CHAPEL,
CHAPEL
by Erich Weingartner
Chapel services at WLS are a
striking example of the fact that
although the seminary has its
buildings near the university it
has not succeeded in becoming
a part of it.
Worship, we are taught, is an
expression of one's life. In this
respect, the seminary has suc-
ceeded in remaining true' to its
teaching. It has set up separate
chapel services to reflect its sep-
arate life.
A popular but rather mean-
inglessly used phrase to describe
the church's position is "in the
world but not of it." This type
of sophistry reaches its reductio
ad absurdum in the practice and
future plans of university and
seminary chapel services.
The seminary administration
has emphasized the fact that
theological education today de-
mands that seminaries become
a part of the academic commun-
ity and university officials em-
phasize that the Christian influ-
ence on campus is highly desir-
able. Yet every schoplday morn-
ing at 10 o'clock WLU experi-
ences two separate and distinct
chapel services in two separate
locations.
In the future, the university
intends to include its own chapel
in its building expansion. This
would put two chapels on one
campus ' within one hundred
yards from each other, (another
fact about WLU that students
will have difficulty explaining).
To heighten the irony of the sit-
uation, both chapels will have
been built by the same de-
nomination.
It should be noted that this
discussion has nothing whatever
to do with the current theologi-
cal debate, between so-called
"liberal" and "conservative"
elements at seminary. Both fac-
tions profess that Christianity is
inconceivable as isolated from
the world. It is even less desir-
able that "Christians" them-
selves should be separated from
each other.
Why then the separation be-
tween university* and seminary?
And why the separation between
worshinpers in the university
and those in the seminary?
Perhans the answer lies in the
fact that- seminary does not
really have worship but a lab
course in liturgies and homilet-
ics.All right! So we're sinking! Now shut up and get bacK to work!
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DR. HEICK HONOURED
The students of the Seminary
convey their congratulations to
Dr. Otto W. Heick upon his
receiving an honorary Doctor of
Letters degree at the fall con-
vocation of the Waterloo' Luth-
eran University. We count it a
distinguished honour- to be able
to converse with a man who,
over his lifetime, has accumulat-
ed such a wealth of knowledge. ...
.'-. Dr. .Heick was born, in■■ Germ-
any and look his theological
training in the United States. He
received a Bachelor 'of Art's
'degree from Wittenberg College
in 1925 and a Bachelor of Divin-
ity Degree from Hamma Divin-
ity School in 1926.
He followed this with a Master
of Arts degree from the Univ-
ersity of Nebraska in 1927 and
a Ph.D. degree from the same
university in 1932. 'Wittenberg
conferred an honorary degree
of Doctor of Divinity upon him
in 1949.
The following is the! tribute
delivered by J. R. Houser to
Prof. Otto W. Heick as publish-
ed in "Essays in Honour of Otto
W. Heick".
"I probably met Dr. Heick
earlier than any reader of this
volume. Most vividly I remember
a morning in 1923 when a flaxen-
haired young man in his late
twenties, newly arrived from
Germany, came to share a table
with some students in the re-
fectory of the Philadelphia
Luthera* Seminary. He who calls
us into the ministry aad guides
our ways separated us early, not
to unite us again for thirty-one
years. In 1954 a Waterloo dining
room was the place of reunion
when the members of the Sem-
inary faculty assembled to greet
and to welcome.me,,as a possible
future colleague,,
The , achievements, of this iov.
migrant :youth in those inter-
vening years have been a source
of constant amazement and in-
spiration to me.; They testify .to
his rare gifts of mind and heart.
During those years he has been
passionately loyal to'the herit-
age, of faith- into which he was
born. What deserved fame and
respect he has 'won for himself
in' the Church of Christ as a
scholar in the field of Systematic
Theology! As an author, esnec-
ially as co-author of a textbook-
determining the theolog ie a 1
thought of a host of pastors now
serving the Church! As a writer
of many articles for theological
periodicals and other publicat-
ions! As a lecturer on this
continent and in Europe! As a
devoted and faithful husband,
ministering tenderly and patient-
ly to an invalid partner while
continuing his daily work! As
the "Hausvater" of a- home in
the tradition of Luther from
which has come children who are
dedicating their lives to the
service, of their fellowman! As
a,'person, so humble and gentle,,
so understanding and tolerant,
so courageous to express his
'conviction despite its variance
from accepted and popular 1
opinion, expressive at all time's
and in all situations of the
Spirit of Him whose servant he
has always been. That those who
have been privileged to sit in
the classroom and to work with
such a person should desire. ;to
honour him with a congratulatory,
volume is natural and praise-
worthy.
"A teacher affects eternity:
he can never tell where his in-
fluence stons." This quotation:
from the Education of Henry
Adams is applicable to Doctor
Heick. As he ceases full-time
labour he truly may feel that
his Separate work goes on. This
is his work invisible."Dr. Otto W. Heick, Professor Emeritus
Bob Dylan And The Age Of Dissent
by W. Stauffer
"The times they are a-chan-
tn' " and Bob Dylan is one pro-
phetic voice pointing toward the
new age, calling into question
the traditional systems and sol-
utions of life.
Dylan is a poet of protest —
and the popularity he has at-
tained suggests that his protest
is shared by a great many of
us. Dylan's protest strikes out
against every phase of our his-
torical situation, the' life of our
period — the "old" era, as Dy-lan sees it.
We have made, many decisions
tn order to become what we are.
But every decision is. tragic, be-
cause it is not only a decision for
something which we deem valu-
able, but it is also.a decision
against .something which can-
not be suppressed with impun-
ity.
Our era has decided for free-
dom. This - was a "proper andnecessary decision, creating anew and great impetus whichliberated man to pursue his in-
terests in every field — reli-
gious, social, economic, politi-
cal, educational, personal. But
in that decision we excluded
security, personal and social
without which man cannot live
•and grow. And now, hi the old
age of our period, the. quest to
sacrifice freedom for security is
manifested in a schizophrenia
which splits every nation and
every individual. We can all
sense the poignancy and despair
of being a "Delilah who is sitt-
ing worthlessly alone."
We have decided on controls
to organize nature and society,
and have brought about the new
and great advances in ail fields
for the benefits of mankind. But
we have excluded ends. We have
never considered the question,
"For what purpose?" This ques-
tion is thrown into high-relief
in the 1960's when the means
we have used to structure out
existence appear inadequate in
the face of the impulses born
of our new situation of techno-
logy and technopolis. Now in
our old age the means claim to
be the ends, our tools have be-
come our masters, and the most
powerful of them have become
a threat to our very existence.
For example, we have decided
for nation and for war as a
means of" delineating that nation
but both ■of these are now a
threat to our very existence.
From the beginning of our per-
iod we have decided for the na-
tion as the expression of our
way of life. And of our unique
contribution to history. The de-
cision was great and creative,
and for centuries it was effec-
tive. But in that decision we ex-
cluded mankind and all symbols
expressing the unity of all men.
The former unity was destroyed
by "nation" and no internation-
al body has been able to re-
establish it. Now in the old age
of our era the most powerful
nations and ideologies claim to
represent mankind and try to
impose their ways of life upon
all men, producing wars of des-
truction. Dylan pricks the bub-
ble of this messianic daydream
of national ideology being glob-
al verity in his satire "God on
our side." How can we claim
the right to' impose our national
ideal on the rest of the world
— even if it means war? Be-
cause we have God on our side?
"Did Judas Iscariot have God on
his side?."
We have decided for reason,
against simple traditions and
honoured superstitions. This was
a great and courageous decision
and it gave a new dignity to
man. 'Cogito ergo sum. But inthat decision we have excluded
the soul, the ground and power
of life. We have cut off our
mind from our soul; we have
suppressed and mistreated the
soul within us, within others,
and within nature. And now, in
our old age, the forces of the
soul break destructively into our
minds, driving us to insanity,
disintegrating the souls of mil-lions. "I wish I could write inmelody so plain! That could
save you dear lady from going
insane! That could cool you andease you from the ceaseless
pain! Of your pointless and use-
less knowledge." Obviously 'Co-gito ergo sum' does not explain
all of reality, reason cannot ans-
wer all the questions of life, but
as long as reason is believed to
be ground of life and its mean-
ing, mental disease and insan-ity will effect the disintegration
of men.
Our period has decided for a
secular world. This was a neces-sary decision for it threw a
church from her throne, a
church which had become a
power of suppression and super-
stition. It gave purpose and
meaning to our daily life and
work. Yet it excluded those
deep things for which religion
stands: the feeling for the in-
exhaustible mystery of life, the
grip of an ultimate meaning of
existence, and the invincible
power of a unconditional devo-
tion. This lack of mystery, mean-
ing and devotion is the very
crux of Dylan's protest. To use
his words, "Lifelessness is the
Great Enemy and always wears
a hip guard." But all these
things cannot be excluded. If
we expel them in their divine
images, they re-emerge in de-
monic images. Dylan chronicles
a long list of what he sees to
be the unconditional devotion of
millions to the satanic images
of racial superiority, ideological
superiority expressed in war.
unconcern about everything,
lifelessness, despair. Dylan feels
and gives expression to our sick-
ness unto death.
This is the situation of our
world. Each of us should realize
that he participates in it, and
that he shares in these world
forces which make our period
old and therefore which make
him old, even in his early year.
Each of us strengthens these
forces, and each of us is a vic-
tim of these forces at the same
time. We are in a desert, and
none of us knows the way out.
"How does it feel to be on your
own! with no direction home!
like a complete unknown! like
a rolling stone?"
Dylan doesn't know the way
out of the desert. He as yet has
not given any answer to life-
lessness. But Dylan does try to
make us aware of our situation.
"Something is happening here!
but you don't know what it is!
do you Mr. Jones?' Like a prop-
het in the desert Dylan dries
"Winter's comin', windows cov-
ered with frost! Went to tell
everybody but I couldn't get
across" Beware of lifelessness!
Beware of the schizophrenic
forces of our age!
In two poems Dylan advances
two ways of perhaps overcoming
the Great Enemy of Lifeless-
ness, neither of which he can
personally accept. In a poem to
Joan Baez he sees aesthetics asone' possible answer. In an epi-
taph written to himself he longs
to see love demonstrated in un-
conditional concern for the
plight of man.
Both of these answers are
worth considering, if we are
concerned about lifelessness.
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PER FIDEM
Editor - Barry BoecknerEditorial committee - Paul Shult, Bill Brown, JoeDrepaul, Dick Holme.
Faculty Advisor - Dr. A. Siirala.
Ex Cathedra Editoris
Per Fidem thanks the Cord and WUC. As a result of their gen-
erosity the newspaper of the seminary students appears in the Cord
Weekly.
The hope is that the articles and comments on these few pages
may make a worthwhile contribution to campus life. Of necessity
some items are rather private in nature, but the attempt is to pre>-
sent material which will be of interest to the whole campus.
I've Got A Rocket In My Pocket, It would appear that this year is a pivotal point in the career of
WLS. At this juncture in its development there seems to be an air
of restlessness, a feeling that something has got to pop.
Such an atmosphere is reflected in many aspects of) Seminary
life: Students all of a sudden want to preach in chapel, explosive
dialogue occurs in the faculty seminars, a student publication
springs from the dust, students eagerly accept the offer of the
Cord to print their newspaper, a pilot progect for internship is ini-
tiated under the impetus of the students themselves.
It is apparent that a feeling of almost revolutionary proportions
grips the seminary. This atmosphere is reflected in various anoma-
lies, which often accompany such a state of affairs:
Censorship is hinted at, but students defend their responsibility;
some students insist that no problems exist to be dealt with in
seminary, while others ulcerate at such a suggestion;
one story has it that the 32 month internship plan is. a live op-
tion, while students report that such an alternative has been
denied them;
attempts have been made to improve the seminary programme
with the introduction of majors and minors, but students who
must choose three options have only four possibilities "itom
which to choose;
some students tend to be a little lazy, while professors sit in on
one another's classes to improve their education even more.
Such an atmosphere of tension and, quite frankly, of revolution
seems to be quite healthy. The situation as it exists pan provide the
energy-and foresight necessary for a growing concept of what it
really means to become a good, effective minister. Indeed, students
who last year slept through the whole term now discover they are
glad they came to Waterloo.
Of course there is a,sobering side to the dynamics of the present
situation. Egotistical, unthinking action could lead to a hopeless
nihilism.
However, there is another possibility which must be feared even
more. It is distressing to conceive of the possibility that the cur-
rent concern about one's seminary career, the concomitant energy,
imagination and vitality, and the committment to ministry should
all be glossed over and forgotten. To ignore such opportunities for
growth would be incredible.
Harvey Cox, in The Secular City, expresses very well the possi-
bility against which students, professors, administrators and synod
members must guard: "Churches have an uncanny capacity to
emasculate criticism simply by modifying it and then incorporating
it into the continuous but ineffectual self-flagellation that goes on
in all organizations. Last year's most critical blast turns up as the
Study theme flor next year's women's circles."
B. D. Thesis
The place of the thesis in the B.D. program needs some careful
consideration. To earn a B.D. degree the student must grind out a
thesis. However, its production merits no attention in the student
body; the scholarly product simply gathers dust on some obscure*
library shelf.
Surely the value of a thesis, both to the writer and to his fellow
Student, could be much enhanced. Would it not be possible to
share the development and research involved in the students' work
in some sort of thesis seminar.
Before this suggestion is taken seriously, however, some attention
must be given to the term-paper.
Often the experience of the student is that the topic is purely
incidental and the stress is placed on the discipline of "writing a
term-paper". The number of these exercises the student must per-
form limits the breadth and depth of research.
One disastrous side affect of this is that the thesis must receive
the same treatment. Students discover that one harried, half-year of
thesis work can produce nothing more than a glorified term-paper.
Exams Re-examined
As Christmas approaches exams rear their ugly little heads once
more. The system of some European theological scholls puts our
"write-and-forget system to shame.
It would seem to be most meaningful in terms of education, to
have a student name Jus grade — A, B, or C — and then success-
fully complete the quality and quantity of work required for the
grade he has chosen. In this way the regurgitation of exams would
cease and the student could concentrate on research and writing.
Thus each student could develop to the full extent of his own
capacity and receive a meaningful education in terms of his own
potential. Furthermore, some of the material might even stick to
the spare bones of every seminarian.
As a starter, oral exams would obviate the armbreaking task of
writing exams. How can seminarians pound their pulpits and thump
their Bibles if they are crippled in the arm?
Camp Deadwood, Heathen Mills
A number of "interesting" items came out of the retreat which
the students had at good old Camp Deadwood, Heathen Mills.
Perhaps most puzzling was the fact that only half of the student
body showed up; however, a plethora of excellent reasons for this
was provided by the students present.
It was enlightening to note that not one of the local "interness"
was able to even as much as drop in and say "hello" — so you reallythink that interneship is part of Seminary education?
What about the grim possibility that more education and per-
sonal growth occurs at retreats and such like than in the class-
room where we gather to learn.
R was painfully apparent that in such an informal, dialoginous
setting the students were often inarticulate and incomprehensible.
Mirabile dieto, the students who spoke in mutual terms of "5.0.b."
all weekend still speak to one another.
X the theme is one that is
too current, at least the voice is
that of a veteran. Dr. Halvorseh
pioneered the "Faith in Life"
campaign at Fargo two years ago
with such success as to have
called forth this comment from
TIME (Oct. 16, 1964): "The
dialigue was intended to stir up
consciences rather than say*
souls, and H seems to have done
just that." Fargo's story since
then has been that of Duluth.
The tentative schedule in-
cludes: a motion picture follow-
ed by a paneJ discussion; lee*.
ure I - The Indentity Crisis;lecture H -' The Revising ofWieologScal Ministry; lecture JH
• The Ministry as Partnership.
The exact date and times wAB
be available later.LETTERS
PREACHING
Editor:
A few words to express ap-
preciation for your initial effort- PER FIDEM.In the rush of this afternoon
Fm unable to "contribute
much dialogue" although I
have thoroughly read all items
Hartmut Horsch on preaching
> . . Hartmut asks, Can these
things which are important to
me also be important to the
people? I dont think that's the
real point. It's rather the other
way .around. And if we can't
answer a firm "yes" to that
then I don't think we have any
place in the pulpit. It seems to
me that the trouble with too
many learned men is that they
think the ordinary person has
to be concerned with the things
with which they are concerned
• A A •
Yours sincerely,
Rev. Roy Grosz,
OakviMe.
SEMINARY SAME
Dear Seminarians;. . . We read 'Per Fidem' wit*
great interest — we noted that
the thinking of today's seminar-
ians is about the same as that
©f their predecessors 40 years
ago.
. . . Don't make the mistakes
we made in student days — we
thought the time to study would
come, when we would be in the
parish. The time to study is —*when at school' — it just nevercomes again; at least to most of
us, it never came again.
Sincerely,
Pastor S. J. Wittig,- Hanover.
Luth. Brotherhood
Lectures
A series of lectures is sched-
uled to be given at W.L.S. on
Jan. 3 and 4, 1966, by Dr. Loren
Halvorsen. The theme will be~
"The Church facing Today's
Challenge"
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The Meek Shall Inherit RK
by Erich Weingartner
It seems incredible that in the
last three years in which Re-
ligious Knowledge courses have
been compulsory for all stu-
dents, only one student has ob-
jected seriously enough to ar-
range a substitute course — and
this for religious, not academic
reasons.
It is even more amazing that
the compulsory nature of RK
courses is not a hangover from
WLU's seminary heritage, but
has fairly recently been origin-
ated by the Academic Standing
Committee (composed of depart-
ment heads). By next fall, all
RK courses will have' matured
from half to full-course status.
Perhaps the student body has
not learned that it has the privi-
lege, or better, the responsibil-
ity, of questioning and criticiz-
ing even its own university ad-
ministration. Perhaps it has
been frightened by phrases in
pamphlets and brochures that
were surely not meant for pros-
pective students: "Here you find
quality education, friendship, re-
creation, and refreshment in the
intimate, Christian setting."
"WLU offers qualified students
a liberal education in a com-
munity of higher learning that
acknowledges Jesus Christ as
Divine Lord and Saviour." "Stu-
dent life is designed to achieve
high scholastic attainment and
provide an ethical, moral and
spiritual basis for life, rooted in
the Christian faith." "The WLU
purpose is to serve community,
church and country through an
educational program that is in-
dependent and is based upon
Christian conviction."
Whatever the cause of the
silence, in light of some of the
religious double-talk, such as the
above, which has gone unchal-
lenged for too long, it is time
that some serious, searching
questions be asked by students
about WLU's purpose in general
and its compulsory courses in
particular.
"Why is the Lutheran Church
in America so vitally involved
in Christian higher education?"
asks an ad in the Nov. 10 issue
of the Lutheran. "The pathways
of education are particularly
familiar to Christians. Jesus was
a teacher ..." is the response.
For whom was this meant? Can
students be satisfied with such
answers? Can the church?
"The only purpose that the
church has in building a col-
lege", says Martin J. Heinecken
in the same issue of the Luth-
eran "is to educate people and
to do so to their fullest capa-
city by the highest of intellec-
tual standards." Can a so-called
"Christian" university, with its
limited funds and obvious pre-
judices fulfill such a purpose?
Dr. W. J. Villaume, WLU pres-
ident, recently told parents .(as
reported in Campus, Vol. V, No.
2) "that they had committed
themselves to gambling thous-
ands of dollars on something
that is far from a sure thing—
that their sons and daughters
will acquire a liberal educa-
tion." Is the Church not involved
in a far greater gamble in op-
erating these universities — agamble it has already lost?
One of the chief virtues of a
"Christian" university, we are
told, is "personalized teaching",
"student-teacher dialogue". How
is this accomplished at WLU,
with classes approaching 300,
and no system of tutorials?
The WLU administration feels,
quite rightly, thatreligious know-
ledge is a proper study of the
humanities, and that to drop it
as a subject would be to deny
its academic worth.
But should we not then treat
it as a proper study? No sub-
ject at the university level
(especially not religion) is a
conglomeration of facts and def-
initions. Every subject must re-
ceive a real confrontation. It
must suffer being put on the
chopping block, exposed to every
conceivable academic scrutiny.
It must be searched for on the
part of both student and teacher
and discovered through reading
and dialogue.
Our religious knowledge cours-
e's must be so constructed as
to expose religion in a mean-
ingful way to other fields of
knowledge. Philosophy, psychol-
ogy and sociology professors
of other denominations and
faiths could be added to the RK
faculty. Through small - grouptutorial sessions, students could
confront professors, post-grads
and perhaps seminarians, with
questions and discussion.
Finally, RK could lose its com-
pulsory character and become a
vital, stimulating option.
Mission Development
The "Mission" of the Church
must be rediscovered in each
generation. It must be appre-
hended anew in the unique con-
text provided by new persons,
times and places.
This is not to say that the
theology of the Church is sub-
jectively conditioned. The na-
ture of the Church is such that
It finds fresh and unconventio-
nal expression within each new
context.
This is because its message
and task, while timeless and
"given," can be effectual only
"in relation." Ecclesiology
should portray a dynamic, living
organism interacting with and
to it« ever-changing environ-
ment.
This organism of divine origin
and sustenance and mission, can-
not be confined within the pol-
icy of a past generation. Nor
will its activity and involvement
with the world be just a con-
tinuation of "tried and true"
patterns and reponses.
Unless the Church is in con-
tinual travail, it is to be won-
dered if it will bring forth the
requisite new life. Complacency
may well be the dire symptom
of spiritual atrophy.
Is this travail evident in our
Church today? Is new life - -really a new form of the old
life, the constant life given by
the Spirit - - bursting throughthe old forms?
Much hope may be drawn
from the travail within our her-
meneutics. Biblical studies
seem at the point of yielding
new life - - relevant, eloquent,potent with healing and stimu-
lation.
The Board of Parish Educa-
tion has given expression to this
travail and its fruit. Old forms
and patterns are quite resistent,
but the faithful mid-wifery of
the Board continues to be high-
ly effective.
Perhaps of longer gestation
must be the development of a
new articulation of the Church
as an interacting sociological
phenomenon. As the new her-
meneutical principles are dem-
onstrating the Word beyond the
words, so must a theology in
action of social structures be
freed from 16th century as-
sumptions and contexts.
The Board of Social Ministry
is somewhat, hampered in nur-
turing this new birth. Would
that it had the manpower and
technical expertise of the Board
of Parish Education.
But the Board most likely to
interest the minister of tomor-
row may be the Board of Amer-
ican Missions. It is estimated
that most seminarians of 1965-
-66 will sooner or later serve in
a position related to this agen-
cy of the Church.
And here, above all, one may
observe the entire activity of
the Church concentrated at the
white-hot point of contact with
contemporary society.
It is revealing that patterns
and procedures in this Board's
operation have changed relativ-
ely little in the. past ten years.
The change, and the signs of
travail, are very slight when
compared to that evidence in
other Boards of the Church.
Perhaps this is to be explain-
ed by the overwhelming nature
of the task facing this Board.
Unmet needs and highly fluid
situations press urgently for at-
tention. Manpower is stretched
to the point where only basic
tasks, mainly those of! operating
the existing machinery, are pos-
sible.
Interaction with the other
Boards of the Church is essen-
tial to the task entrusted to the
B.A.M. This is happily increas-l-
-iag. In the Division of Urban
Church many exciting concepts
are "in travail". Some are al-
ready alive, in experiments and
activities full of promise.
The major thrust of the B.A.
M.'s work, however, is the es-
tablishment and development of
the traditional institutionalized
congregation. Despite some ef-
forts to counterbalance, the stan-
dards of achievement are larg-
ely stereotyped, statistical and
visual.
Membership, finances and a
new building are the signs ofl
success. Breadth rather than
depth can easily be the out-
come. The mission pastor is
largely an administrator, and a
mechanic, or a door-to-door
salesman of "churchmanship".
It is always easier to be the
critic than to guide and inspire
Lsmaretreat
This year's Eastern Region
Conference of the Lutheran Stu-
dents Movement promises to be
an excellent one. The topic is
certainly a very un-esoteric one
—"Conversion by the World",
namely a look at the world
through the eyes of Ecclesiastes.
The resource persons for the
weekend will be Dr. N. E. Wag-
ner, head of the Near Eastern
Department at WLU and Rev. E.
Bash, Vocation Chairman in the
Youth Department of the Ameri-
can Lutheran Church.
In addition to these 2 gentle-
men, the full length film "Never
on Sunday" should provide num-
erous points from which a scin-
tillating discussion can arise.
The retreat will be held at
Camp lowa, near Kingston. The
dates are Jan. 14 to 16 and the
cost is $11.50 per person. For
more specific information about
registration see Pastor Wag-
schal.
Seminettes
On December 11, 1965, at 3:00
P.M. the seminettes will have
their Christmas Party. The regu-
lar meeting for December has
been cancelled.
The Christmas Party is to take
place in the Seminary Lounge.
It is mainly a party for the chil-
dren. But grownups, especially
fathers, and those who expect to
be fathers sometime during their
lives are also invited.
On the program are Christmas
Carols, games and presentations.
ALS Conference At WLS
For two days (Oct. 29 and
30th) the Association of Lutheran
Seminarians gathered for their
annual conference at the Sem-
inary. Approximately 15 dele-
gates from various points of
America — c. g. Nebraska, Sas-
katchewan and New York)—met
to discuss the theme "Theologi-
cal1 Education in a Modern Con-
text".
The discussion centred around
a presentation by Dr. N. E. Wag-
ner ("Towards a Prophetic Min-
istry") and a paper by Dr. A.
Siirala ("On the Impact of the
Personalistic Era for Theologi-
cal Education").
A very lively discussion de-
veloped with opposing points of
view crystalizing quite rapidly.
There were some who seemed
quite sympathetic with Wagner's
proposal that prophecy is the
quest to discern the World in
the world; there were others
who seemed to think that this
violated the Christian view of
revelation. An impasse was
reached at this point.
The paper of Dr. Siirala was
not dealt with fairly or ade-
quately. The final discussion de-
generated into statements dis-
playing a rather facile and ready
acceptance of a misunderstood
version of Dr. Siirala's thesis.
The discussions were not fruit-
less. The lively consideration of
Dr. Wagner's remarks stimulat-
ed thought and discussion of a£
kinds. We were also quite pleas-
ed that a number of Roman
Catholic seminary students from
Resurrection College were able
to join us.
As usual, a great hassle de-
veloped about an apologia for
the existence of the ALS. The
annual criticisms were aired
once more—too great a distance
to travel, too little preparation
and publicity, and poor com-
munication of the value of such
a conference by the delegates
to the student bodies of the re-
spective seminaries.
Perhaps the death knell of the
ALS was sounded at the business
session.
Next year's host seminary will
be Concordia, Saint Louis. How-
ever, St. Louis outlined a plan
which received considerable sup-
port and which will be present-
ed next year. An international
ALS as such would disappear.
Replacing it would be a series
of 'regional' conferences in each
state, to be attended by students
interning in the particular state-
Other students able to attend
could.
Perhaps the most valuable as-
pect of the conference was the
opportunity each delegate had
to find out what was going on
at other Lutheran seminaries.
For this reason it would be ,»
considerable loss if the MM
were to cease being an interna*
ttonai organization.
(Continued on page 14)
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pended parts to be motorized
(swing!) He is quoted as hop-
ing this show will 'be a gas', as
I'm sure it will be. His creations
are indeed delightful, almost
exciting, for the desire is to bet-
ter his work is common to many
viewers. His constructions are
successful and say more than
Pop art because of their colour,
unity, and mobility. Apprecia-
tion isn't essential after all;
viewing- and remembering is the
thing.
well as in Elmira. She is a fine
craftsman and the current show,
the first single artist show at
the Gaslight, is an exceptional
afternoon's enjoyment.
At the University of Waterloo
Theatre Gallery, two young
modern artists are sharing the
billing for a medium: acrylic
exhibition. Alec Dowds express-
es his talent thru acrylic and
fondue sculpture, while Faye
Labelle uses the canvas backing
for the acrylic paint media. It
is a delightful, colorful show
of modern creation and expans-
sion that is totally abstract, yet
bound to rouse reactions.
Strangely it fits the season of
Santas and snow, and also would
be very worthwhile seeing, even
between periods.
Jish an effective judicial system
at WUC, the student body must
understand its workings. The
easiest way to promote this is
by allowing observation. How-
ever, a student who is brousht
before the J.C. is free to ask
for a closed or "in camera"
court.
In the past cries of "Kangaroo
Court" have been heard. I hone
that opening the court to the stu-
dent body and allowing a sys-
tem of appeal will rectify this
situation.
A SEMINARIAN SEES EDWARD ALBEE
by P. Vanker
The University Players' at-
tempt to introduce Edward Al-
bee to the campus was an all-
out success. Of the three plays,
The Zoo Story, The American
Dream, The Sandbox, it was The
Zoo Story that provided the
deepest impact.
The Zoo Story began a bit
slowly on Saturday night but
quickly warmed up. David Win-
tre was superb in his portrayal
of Jerry, the roomer from ' theWest Side. Evans in the role ofthe middle-class Peter was only
slightly less convincing. Although
Jerry's part involved some rath-
er lengthy speeches, these never
became boring and Wintre made
good use of the entire circular
stage.
All the three plays are just
packed with Symbolic meaning,
but the interpretation is left to
the observer. At times the aud-
ience didn't quite know whether
to be serious or to laugh. Some
remained serious while others
laughed. This was especially no-
ticeable when Jerry and Peter
argued over the park bench.
Albee is indeed magnificent in
his use of the English language.
Wintre makes the most of it as
he depicts this young man who
has been alienated from the hu-
man race. He echoes the earn-
est yearning in the heart of Ev-
eryman, "A person has to have
some way of dealing with SOME-
THING. If not with people . . .
SOMETHING".
The other two plays depict the
theme of American artificiality
beneath the apparently genuine
front. Albee quickly exposes the
superficiality by looking at a
well-to-do home. Granny is the
central figure about whom the
hypocrisy revolves. Appropriate
to the theme, Granny ends up
dying in a sandbox, whereas her
place is taken by the youthful
American Dream.
Liz Honsberger is born into
the. role of Granny. She moves
and speaks with a naturalness
and ease that is rare. Anna Fer-
guson excels as Mommy, espe-
cially in the beginning portions,
Daddy Terry Judd is evenly
effective throughout, Linda Wat-
kinson good, though a bit cons-
cious of her flimsy attire, and
Nick Schmidt as the Young Man
stiff in parts.
Albee, the master communi-
cator, well expresses the strug-
gles tearing at the American
heart. He ruthlessly exposes a
deep tragedy beneath a surface
that appears peachy-keen. The
depth in relationships has van-
ished. Man must learn to relate
again, whether to grandma or
the boarder in the West End.
Such a confrontation must be
genuine, no holds barred. It may
lead to a personal crucifixion,
but like Jerry, we must take the
risk. Only in the process of re-
lating can we really find our-
selves.
As seminarians we easily sink
into ready-made roles that often
shy away from the harsh reali-
ties of living. We hide behind
sacred walls /and pretend every-
thing is well with the world.
We lack that radical honesty
which we admire in Albee for,
it speaks to our hearts as well.
Albee strikes the heart, we
pound the pulpit. Albee speaks
to men, we to nobody. There is
a real urgency that we too take
seriously our relationship to our
fellowmen.
Molly Harris, Producer, and John Evans, one
of the stars of The Zoo Story, are seen here selling
tickets for the Albee Productions.
STUDENT VIEWS BOARD OF AMERICAN MISSIONS
by L. Heydenmann
I propose that the L.C.A. Can-
ada Section create its own Board
©f Missions. A Director of Cana-
dian Missions together with the
three Regional Secretaries should
be completely responsible for
Home Missions work in Canada
and independent of the Board
of American Missions in New
York.
This is not another Canadian
nationalist who advocates "Buy
Canadian" just for the sake of
nationalism. In my work as
member of the Synodical Board
of Missions, Western Canada
Synod, I have seen the difficul-
ties and frustrations our pastors
and congregations have when
they are under the shadow of the
BAM.
I fully realize that at the mo-
ment we are quite dependent on
the generous giving of our bro-
thers and sisters in the USA in
order to operate, and yet I be-
lieve we must run our own show.
Everyone will agree with me
that conditions are different in
Canada from those of our south-
ern brothers. Our cities do not
develop at the same speed and
in the same way. Our people are
of a different breed and react
differently. These facts should
not be taken into account by
pumping more money into Can-
ada but rather by meeting Cana-
dians as Canadians.
Which pastor in a mission con-
gregation was not frustrated by
the constant reminders from
New York to produce, produce,
produce. Nobody asked him how
many people he could help •in
time of trouble, or how many
books he has read to further his
knowledge. No, rather statistics,
members won into the fold are
the important things. How much
money did he raise? Is his mis-
sion soon to be a paying propo-
sition?
Is it any surprise that so few
experienced pastors are willing
to start a new mission? Only
the inexperienced and unsuspect-
ing graduates from Seminary
can be coaxed into taking over
this task. The result is often a
broken man after a few years
in the ministry. What should
have been joyful work become
drugery.
I believe that if we could
create a Board of Canadian Mis-
sions as an independent body
many of those difficulties could
be, avoided. A much more per-
sonal contact between the Board
and the congregations would be
possible. The whole program
could be geared to Canadian
needs.
Where will we get the money?
Granted, this can not be done
without a transition period: It
would also mean that we start
fewer missions. (I have the feel-
ing as if we often could do with-
out a new mission and rather
strengthen the existing ones by
adding new areas to them. In
this day and, age distances do
mean very little.) Maybe we try
a few new methods like "God's
calf club" to raise the necessary
funds.
Yet the greatest future I see
is a congregation to congrega-
tion-communication; In a 'time
of superstructure and automa-
tion this might seem a little old
fashioned. But are we not trying
to put our Christian life on a
more personal level? My sug-
gestion would be that congrega-
tions without debts help to sup-
port mission congregations un-
til they can stand on their own
feet. This should not only mean
financial help but also by giv-
ing this new congregation the
feeling that they belong to a
large family. At the moment this
feeling is given a rather nega-
tive twist. Their relation to the
Church is determined by their
debts.
All this relationship between
congregation and congregation
could somewhat be set into mo-
tion by the Canadian Board of
Missions. They could supervise
the money transactions and de-
signate the mission congrega-
tions to be supported. This may
also pull our Lutheran Cana-
dians out of their lethary and
might create, a new interest in
sacrificial" giving. One reason:
They know for whom they are
offering their money.
TABLE TALK
Rumour has it that a Seminarian is to be married shortly, how-
ever "Papa" expressed the view that he who is married does well,
but he who is single does better. Is this existential ethics on an
ethics determined by eschatology?
Room 413 is shared by 2 Guianese seminarians, one of whom is
better known as Joe, The Student Punk. If his companion and room-
mate had known he merited this name, he would have
him to remain in the chemistry lab. Life in this room is 'co-existent,
keep your distance.' Family Quarrels?
Fixation is a psychological jargon known in the academic com-
munity. One junior seems to be suffering from a fixation on good
seron illustrations.
Kaffee Klatsch may be popular with many students, but for one
of our more mature pilgrims described as free, single and disenga-
ged, the seminary office holds seem to hold an attraction like that
which the flame holds for the -moth.
We have always thought that justification by faith is one of he
main nerves of the gospel. Rumour has it that N.T. theology has now
been recast in Rabinic thought.
We note with a grateful and appreciative heart that a certain stu-
dent, buoyant with a ukelele by his side, has discovered that Hebi :w
class must be abandoned to the "four strong winds that blow lone-
ly." He seems to see greater issue in cartoons.
A student seeking the address of a certain professor was toliji to
look for the house that illness built.
While dress is informal at WLS, some students insist on wea). ,-ig
the garb of the wild West. Is this becoming all things to all me,.?'
A certain seminarian was appalled when he was told by a j 'a-
duating senior that there are striking parallels between confirma-
tion rites and the puberty rites of some of our South Sea Isla,)d
neighbours. Is this the significance of Church and Society?
Uniformity of standards is necessary, we all agree, but alas so,ne
teaching three hours of class, others two. Can we give an explana-
tion?
'By no means are lectures the only answer. Lectures began to
stilt meaningful discussion and impede inter-disciplinary contribu-
tions. So, Prof. Regart very flexibly changed to a seminar method,
despite the possible criticism that introductory homiletics should
have a certain "content", delivered in lecture form.
Clinical Psychologist
In the past years the Church
Vocations Committee of the
Lutheran Church ' eonduc ted
psychological tests for pre-
theology students which were
sent to New York for interpret-
ation and tabulation.
This year Mr. Douglas James
Torney, having five years ex-
perience in mental health comi-
cs in both Toronto and London
as well as some twenty-one
months experience as psycholog-
ist at the Toronto Board of
Education, is conducting the
psychological testing for the
Christian Vocation Committee.
Mr. Torney received his M.A.
from Western University in
1958 and became a Registered
Psychologist in 1962. Presently
he resides in Kitchener.
Mr. Torney commented that
these tests are not conducted
for the precise purpose of
screening out undesirable can-
didates. Rather the purpose of
the tests is to arrive at a better
understanding of the individual
and in turn have the individual
better understand himself. For
this reason Mr. Torney has in-
cluded in the tests suggested by
the Christian Vocation Commit-
tee two of his own choice. By
so doing a more complete pict-
ure can be gained.
The tests to be completed by
first year students are the M.M.-
P.I, and the iStrong- Vocational
Inventory. These two tests will
be repeated during the individu-
al's senior year. The tests Mr.
Torney has added are a sent-
ence-completion and a Rorschach
ink blot test.
The tests are sent to New
York where they are tabulated
and then returned to Mr. Torn-
ey who interprets them along
with the understanding that he
has gained of the individual.
This information then will be
given to the Church Vocations
Committee when he meets with
them in January.
Mr. Torney sees
_
a definite
advantage in personal contact
with the individual over mere
tabulation. For one thing pers-
onal contact allows him to as-
sist the individual should need
arise, and Mr. Torney is also
able to obtain a clearer and
more definite idea concerning
the personal characteristics of
these individuals.
Happenings...
(Continued from nape 5)
Modern Michaelang
{Continued fiom page 5)
(Continued from page 7)
Kangaroo Court . . .
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We
Anticipate
Your
Criticism
the program. One must acknow-
ledge the high caliber of men
on the B.A.M. staff, and their
thorough dedication to the Mis-
sion of the Church.
Yet one may presume to won-
der out loud as to whether the
B.A.M. suburban church devel-
opment program is not ana-
chronistic.
Too seldom are the most ima-
ginative, experienced pastors
utilized in this program. Inad-
quate salaries and inappropriate
success symbols may be inhibit-
ing factors.
Too frequently the program
is building-oriented, sometimes
against the advice of the devel-
oper and the people. Is it ne-
cessary to own a "first unit" and
a handsome debt to fluction ful-
ly as a congregation?
Too often membership statis-
tics become an end in them-
selves. Patient cultivation is
over-run in eagerness for paper
results.
Too few mission programs are
encouraged to freely experiment
in schedule, liturgies, education
structures and face-to-face
group life. A dreary sameness
and an uninspiring repetition of
former folkways of ecclesiology
are observed as one visits the
newly established congregations.
May one presume to wonder
if better stewardship of resour-
ces and opportunities woud be:
To carefully select and challen-
ge fewer pastors for mission
development, but assure them
of continuing encouragement
and long-range adequate sup-
port (including appropriate sal-
ary) in the evolution of a spe-
cialized ministry within a given
field.
To enter mission development
on a more experimental basis,
making less implicit commit-
ment to the population of the
field to build a church and of-
fer a continuing on-the-site pas-
toral ministry. This might indi-
cate use of a well-designed port-
able unit owned by the B.A.M.
or Synod.
(Several other Canadian de-
nominations use such portables.
However, their use is not so
much an instrument of policy
as a means of providing status
and accommodation to their mis-
sions.)
To eliminate marginal fields
in favour of strengthening min-
isteries in pregnant situations.
Staff ministeries by specialists
with proper support should
evolve toward a more effeptive
long-range congregation.
To experiment with the cal-
ling of specially selected and
trained laymen, employed full-
time within the regular econ-
omic life of their field, to min-
ister and gather souls to Christ.
Financial support would care
for secretarial assistance, sup-
plies, but the man would be as
self-supporting as was St. Paul,
The last suggestion will open
the door to a ministry within
economic and political struct-
ures. The possibility exists of!
adapting congregational life to
the community of those of like
employment (or recreation, as
at a ski resort).
Surely we have just begun
the list of questions that must
be posed. The asking of them is
far easier than the answering!
But in evolution of the answers
the Church will experience the
travail through which its Mis-
sion must continually be born,
anew.
We pray that we may not be
among those who would abort
the new life.
Rev. Myers is presently pas-
tor of the Lutheran Mission con-
gregation in Richmond Hill,
Ont.
Per Fidem thanks him for Ms-
keen interest and the kind res-
ponse he made to the invita-
tion to write an article for the
newspaper.
What Is A Seminarian?
The obvious person to answer
such a question is J. Victor
Benson, Secretary for Psychol-
ogical Services of the Board of
Theological Education, Lutheran
Church in America. The follow-
ing recounts briefly some of the
ideas Dr. Benson expressed in
an interview with Per Fidem.
While the academic calibre of
€he students who enter Semin-
ary is on the whole (i.e. in
America) rather low, the situat-
ion is improving. The really
striking aspect about the aver-
age seminary student is the
peculiar passive dependent char-
acter he shows.
This was evidenced very
dearly in a questionnaire answ-
ered by the seminarians last
year. A series of questions sol-
icited the student's criticisms of
his theological education. Dr.
Benson said that on the whole
the replies were quite critical,
but only in a complaining way.
The complaints were those of
"over protected' students who
objected to the fact that the
silence of their cloisters was
broken by various disturbing
noises. Very few students show-
ed any worthwhile, analytical
critical faculty in describing
seminary problems.
This type of criticism, as Dr.
Benson pointed out, reflects the
basic "type" of student that
populates seminaries. He basical-
ly has a weak self-image and
comes from an over-protected.,
womb-like environiment. He is
basically suggestible and confor-
mist. This is further born out
by the fact that very few stud-
ents complain about psycholog-
ical testing on grounds other
than misinformation and invas-
ion of privacy. On the whole,
students tend to conform meek-
ly to the tests.
It is this type of tMnig that
the psychological tests reveal,
and this is a picture of the aver-
age student. By far the majority
of students tend to display such
characteristics, although obvi-
ously not all students can be
so described.
Such a situation cannot be
permitted to exist in the best
interests of theological educat-
ion and ministry, claims Dr.
Benson. The world is passing
seminaries by. "What the sem-
inarian today needs is to be
flung sharp shoals of reality."
For such a type of confrontat-
ion to happen in seminary will
require dedicated leadership.
And the initiative in this at-
tempt cannot arise from one ad-
ministrative head alone. Free-
dom for leaders to analyse the
problems and opportunity for
seminaries to diversify their ap-
proaches is essential. Further-
more, the situation will be an
impossible one unless the stud-
ents themselves are prepared to
be in on the vanguard of con-
cern, ferment and modification.
In light of Dr. Benson's con-
ception of the problem facing
the "seminarian", it is fortunate
that WLS is situated where the
"sharp shoals of reality" exist,
namely on a university campus.
The dangers of such a position,
however, remain multiple; the
shoals could be bypassed; the
shoals may not be extensive or
obvious; the shoals may be only
paper mache.
Seminary Student Body Retreat-
Several weeks ago half of the
Seminarians retreated to Camp
Edgewood to ask some ques-
tions, do some reflecting, try to
increase understanding (of our-
selves and each other), and have
some fun. The consensus is that
to some extent all of these were
accomplished.
How far did we get? To put
it briefly, I would say that it
was a good start. This was the
first such get-together and it
was obvious that there are a lot
of conflicts that must be work-
ed out before real progress can
6tart.
Many of these conflicts were
faced, some ignored, and a few
worked out, but there must be
a start somewhere and some-
time. We made it on that week-
end.
Was it helpful. The thirteen
Iretreaters' voted unanimously
to request the administration to
allow time in next year's calen-
dar for a retreat of all students
and faculty. There is also a gen-
eral desire to have another re-
treat next spring.
Some of the questions raised
at the outset suggest concerns
that we touched on, and that
are sure to come up again and
again.
The five areas of concern
were: the purpose and goal of
Seminary education, relations
with fellow Seminarians, attitud-
es to those whose theological
positions are different than
ours, Seminary worship, and
questions about the academic
setup.
Ihe idea of a retreat originat-
ed when it became obvious that
splits among groups of students
existed and something had to
be done. A retreat of all stu-
dents seemed the best idea, and
was endorsed by most of the
students.
An unwanted result 08 the re-
treat is that there may now be
a split between the half who at-
tended and the half who did not
attend. I do not mean this in a
strict sense, but in a general
sense. Perhaps, however, it on-
ly reflects splits that were al-
ready in existence.
As a result of the retreat, I
propose several questions that
must be aswered, or a negative
answer is implied. Do real splits
exist? If 'yes' should anything
be done about it? If 'yes', what,
and when?
I have the questions. The ans-
wers must arise from the stu-
dent body as a whole. The re-
treat leads me to be optimistic
about the possibilities, if some
real effort is put into it.
Gord Schmidt.
WLS Student
Residence
Sometime this winter, con-
struction will begin on three
more residences on our cam-
pus. A driveway, extending
from Bricker street to a dead
end at the Torque Room, will
pass between them as it runs
along just below the bank of the
parking lots behind Willison
Hall and the Seminary.
On the east side of the drive-
way will be a graduate resi-
dence and the home for the
President of the University and
his family. On the other side
of the drive, in part of what
is now the Seminary parking
lot, will be erected the Semin-
ary residence, housing thirty
students.
There are plans for twelve
double rooms for unmarried
students, and six apartments for
married students without chil-
dren. The apartments will have
a bedroom, bathroom, living
room, and kitchen. Rent for
these apartments will he twice
the cost of a single room, about
$70 per month.
Theological Education Study
For the past 8 months B-rs.
Siirala and Wagner of the Sem-
inary have -been busy working
on a consideration of Theologi-
cal Education. In . the process
they have covered thousands of
miles visiting various seminar-
ies and burned much midnight
oil.
The report has finally been
handed down to the Seminary
and university. The Seminary
Faculty met for two days (Nov.
14, 15) to discuss the study.
Reaction was, on the whole, ap-
parently quite favorable.
The report did not make spec-
ific, detailed proposals for cur-
ricular changes. However, the
implications of the study re-
quire that definite proposals be
offered. At present Dr. Siirala
is working on these practical
matters.
Before the report can be con-
sidered publicly, it must be con-
sidered by various committees
and bodies. This process con-
cerns the following: the Univer-
sity Council of Graduate Stud-
ies, the Seminary Advisory
Council and the Board of Gov-
ernors.
At present, general aceessibi*
lity to the report is, of neces-
sity, quite limited. However, the
students are eagerly awaiting
the time when they can. give
careful consideration to a re-
port which has a great deal to
do with their future. It is the
hope of Drs. Siirala and Wag-
ner to have their study pub-
lished in book form.
Friday. December 3, 1985
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2722 King St. East — Kitchener
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PERPETUATE YOUR NAME!!!
in the Glorious annals of Seminary history
(and make a cool $5.00 on the side)
The Student Society of the
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
desires a decent name
This infamous body of Scholars has offereda $5.00 Gift Certificate (dry goods only)
for the best suggestion.
Any Student may mail name suggestions to
The Editor - Per FidemWaterloo Lutheran Seminary
Please submit before January 14, 1966
THE END
TILL NEXT TIME
SPORTS NEWS
Plumbers Cut Off Hawk's Water
By JIM SCHWAN
The perennial rivals, the Wa-
terloo Warriors once again
proved too strong for the Gol-
den Hawks as they succumbed
to the plumbers 2-1 last Thurs-
day night before a packed and
noisy house. The Warriors out-
sized and outshot the Hawks
39-30 in the three periods of
play.
The first period was the best
played of the three with both
teams skating and hitting hard.
The Hawks showed their best
form in this period, completing
many good pass combinations
but had trouble as throughout
the game penetrating the big
strong Warrior defensive units.
The Hawks opened the scoring
on a picture goal by Dave Tuck-
er. Tucker taking a pass from
DOh Amos skated up the left
wing and let a low slapshot go,
as he stepped over the blueline,
hitting the left corner of the
net. The Warriors bounced back
right away with Jerry Lawless
scoring in a net scramble on a
pass from Ron Smith. This unit
of Lawless, Smith and Cooke
played well and gave the Hawks
a lot of trouble. The second
and third periods were not en-
joyable periods, action and fan-
wise, as the play was tight and
the checking very close. The
Warriors took the lead and clos-
ed out the scoring in the third
period, making it 2-1.
The game left a little to be
tdesired by the Hawks as the
forward units couldn't get un-
tracked and seemed to hesitate
©n a lot- of shots. The defense
played quite well but were
caught out of position a few
times by the Warrior wingers.
A particularly big point in the
game was ' the poor officiating.Several bad calls were made onthe Hawks, one in particular
was the kneeing call on Dave
Russell that led to a ten minute
misconduct. At another point,
the linesman called icing on the
Warriors when they a man
in the penalty box. It is hoped
that the Hawks can acquire bet-
ter officials than the Warriors
have been using, for their home
games in the auditorium. There
were several bright spots in the
Hawks roost Thursday night.
Larry Banks played a strong de-
fensive game, blocking shots
and breaking up several War-
rior rushes. Behind, Larry, Ken
Payne did a good job guarding
the twine, kicking out 39 shots
and made an excellent save on
Art Bacon's late third period
breakaway. Up front Don Clarke
and Jeff Brown never stopped
hustling and were robbed on a
flew good chances. Dave Tucker
came up with a goal and an-
other good game, both offense
vely and defensively.
The Hawks can get revenge
with the Warriors when they
meet again, amid flying snow-
balls, oranges and Programmes
on Winter Carnival Weekend. The
first home game is Thursday,
December 9 at the auditorium
against Ryerson. This weekend
the Hawks have two exhibition
games with the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbour, Michi-
gan. They will be seeking their
first win from our American
friends and the first of the
season.
Waterloo's Al Hunt chases the illu- Photo by Wright
sive puck as a Warrior defender not quite well enough, as they drop-
sprawls. The Hawks played. w.e.11, but ped a close game 2-1.
Pettit's Puffs
Last Saturday WUC played
Canada's second-best basketball
team. Our squad showed up
quite well in the contest. Even
though we did not win we show-
ed Windsor that WUC will be
up with the best all season.
•The Hawks led at the half
way mark. We were on top of
Windsor at every instant. The
Hawks broke their press very
well. Pete Misikowitz was great
on defense along with the rest
of the team. Our defense will
stop many teams in the league
this year.
Glen (Spider) Wilkie played
one of the better offensive
games that I have seen. He had
sixteen points in the first half.
Pete M. and Cox had eight and
six points to their credit at the
"half. .
The second half of the game
was a little different in action.
Windsor was very agressive and
wanted the ball. WUC did not
break their drive quite as well.
.This led to a building of points
for Windsor. At no time was
there a great spread in points
until the last, few minutes of
the game when WUC threw the
ball away at bad times.
j The offensive play of the
Hawks was very good. The team
shows great promise for the
coming season. Don Collins,
Glen Wilkie, Pete Misikowitz,
Pet Ainsley, Cox and Bill Gilles-
pie showed they had the talent
that makes great teams. All the
fellows that I mentioned played
great offensive and defensive
games. Wilkie and Cox were
pulling them off the board's very
well.
Even though our team was
much shorter than Windsor they
did very well on the boards. Our
foul ?hooting was very good.
Few points were missed in this
department
A great deal of credit must
go to our zone defense. It was
utterly great. Windsor had a
very hard time with the Hawks
in this area of the game and had
to shoot from outside.
After watching the game last
Saturday, we can say that Coach
Dave Knight is doing a fine
job. They have the desire and
spirit to do the job.
PLAYERS PLUS COACH PLUS HARD WORK EQUALS TEAM
When one goes to any type of
event, whether it be sports,
theatre or a panel discussion, we
do not think or have any notion
regarding the preparation need-
ed to organize such an event.
With due respect I would like
to bring to the attention of all
hockey fans, the work behind
staging a hockey team. When the
Hawk camp opened this year,
some 65 hopefuls came storming
into the 1965Hockey Hawks dres-
sing room. Coach Maki and his
assistants, amid the shouting
and excitement ofl the first few,
managed to satisfy the demand-
ing whims of these experien-
ced veterans and the boisterous
rookies fresh from debatable
high school stardom. After a
few weeks of sprints and scrim-
mages, many were made sudden-
ly aware of their inadequate ice
talents and decided to hang, up
the blades for greater things.
What does this leave? A distort-
ed, disorganized dressing room
with team equipment dispersed
rather loosely from floor to ceil-
ing, in all sizes and shapes, nad
the remaining players, the 1965
edition of the Golden Hawks.
Now Coach Maki and his man-
agers have at least a working
chance.
The assistants go to work, col-
lecting all the equipment, mend-
ing, taping and sewing it all back
into unsable shape. Once the sea-
son gets under way the team has
usually 2-3 practices a week
and a game. The managers must
make an appearance about 1
hour before a practice or game
fixing up torn equipment, tap-
ing sticks, laying out sweaters,
making adjustments to prefer-
red stick styles, shapes and the
like. During the game, mana-
gers are ever present to replace
broken sticks, patch up cut eye«
and tape ankles and even a
little coaching, when the head
man is escorted out of the game
for a sudden outburst of tem-
per. After the game it is the
same routine, look after team
equipment, sweaters and sticks.
On away games our strapping
managers wander about with
huge white equipment bags slung
over their shoulders, but always
with that Pepsodent smile. To
these unsung heroes of thfe
stenchy dressing rooms, partial-
ly depends on the success of the
'66 Golden Hawks. So to Gary
Coady and Jim Brady, our Hawk
managers, A vote of lhankfc
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USNSA - Top Dog Of Western WorldCUP. - The United States Nat-ional Student Association is top-
dog among the stdent unions of
the Western World.
Though its actions are little
known in Canada, its external
policies can be of considerable
importance, especially in the de-
veloping countries where stu-
dent politics are often of im-
mediate national significance.
The $13,000 a year internation-
al programme of the Canadian
Union of Students, also little
known in Canada, comes face to
face with the external policy of
the American union at many
points.
NSA, as it is called, concen-
trates its energies on interna-
tional affairs, raising the bulk
of its annual budget of several
hundred thousand dollars from
American foundations and even
from the American government.
It collects only $20,000 from its
287 member schools each year.
NSA works closely with the
State Department to contact for-
eign student leaders and bring
them for tours of the U.S.
It is often easier for NSA to
establish relations with foreign
students than for the local U.S.
embassy.
NSA, since its foundation, has
emphasized international affairs
almost to the exclusion of every-
thing else. Each year the or-
ganization holds an International
Student Seminar that brings to-
gether student leaders from all
parts of the U.S. for a nine week
cram course on the world stu-
dent scene.
The main external forum, for
NSA is the International Student
Montreal (CUP)—McGill Bid to
Join UGEQ Meets Opposition
An open meeting of the Mc-
Gill Students' Society voted re-
cently to hold a referendum on
Dec. 1 to decide whether to sup-
port the council's decision to join
the Union Generale dcs Etud-
iants dv Quebec.
The meeting attended by over
400 students, defeated motion in-
viting council executive to stay
on should the referendum go
against them.
Council President Sharon Shol-
zlarg has stated she will resign
if the students oppose joining
the new union but feels confi-
dent the campus' will approve
the council's action.
Ottawa (CUP)—C.U.§. Calls for
Rhodesian Peace Force
The Canadian Union of Stud-
ents has called for a United Na-
tions peace force to supervise
general elections in Rhodesia.
The union feels UN support is
required to implement the prin-'
ciple of one man—one vote in
order to prevent an apartheid-
Conference. The ISC, with its
headquarters in Leiden, Holland,
receives most of its funds from
the Foundation for Youth and
Student Affairs of New York,
also a supporter of NSA.
NSA has always dominated the
ISC since its foundation in 1950,
both through its own resources,
which are enormous relative to
those of other national unions of
students, .and through its influ-
ence with Amercian foundations.
The ISC, of which the Cana-
dian Union of Students is a
member, struggles for suprem-
acy against its rival, the East
European dominated Internation-
al Union of Students.
The ISC and NSA with their
respective Washington and Mos-
cow lines seek to gain the
herence of student unions in the
developing world.
While the power of NSA inter-
nationally is not questioned,
there appears to be curiously
little effort made to acquaint
American students with its poli-
cies.
Other international observers
have made the same observa-
tion, that NSA faces the world
but rarely looks at its own stu-
dents.
Dennis Altman, a past execu-
tive of the National Union of
Australian University Students
maintains that NSA does not re-
late closely to its own campuses.
"Most American students are
not sure if their school is in
NSA or not. Nobody in America
has heard of NSA," Mr. Altman
says.
NSA has lost the adherence of
over 50 schools in the last two
like regime in Rhodesia.
Turning to Canadian policy,
C.U.S. criticized the government
for continuing to grant prefer-
ential tariffs to South Africa (no
longer a Commonwealth mem-
ber).
Quebec (CUP) —Laval StudentsProtest Rhodesia Handling
About 50 students from Laval
University demonstrated Nov. 17
in opposition to Britain's hand-
ling of the Rhodesian crisis.
years, and officially represents
just over one million of the
country's five million students.
Whatever the strength of the
American union, as long as CUS
continues to invest some $13,000
annually in the international stu-
dent game, NSA will remain an
important factor In the Canadian
union's external policy.
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BARRON'S
MEN'S WEAR LTD.
34 King St. South Waterloo
YOUR QUALITY
MEN'S SHOP
10% Student Discount
S- 600 HONDA
GT Coupe or Roadster
The FUN car to drive
* Shifting at 10,000 RPM * 4 wheel inde-pendant suspension * Exciting, inclined allaluminum 4 cylinder engine with DOHC
* Wood-rimmed steering wheel * TripMeter * Back-up Lights * WindshieldWashers
are just a few of the extras included
Track and Traffic, October 1965 says, "if you
have been fighting the urge to buy a Sports
Car, don't try a HONDA, it may change your
mind"
see and drive one today at
SPARTAN MOTOR CARS
ltd.
(corner Lancaster and Victoria)
Kitchener - Ontario
Phone 743-3638 or 744-2228
Merry Christmas And
A Good Night To All
STUDENTS! SAVE 10%
Model TRIIO3OO Model TRIOB2OO
$300 from the Diamond Treasure Collection $200 from the Diamond Treasure Collection
r.................. . ~ . : m&g>m&Kß&Xp:' f.v v' ■: '*; -. SiSSi&iTf* ~..■ ~ ' ~"7**~ " ' r™">?9
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Model TR107160 Model TRIO6IOO
$150 from the Diamond Treasure Collection $100 from the Diamond Treasure Collection
COLUMBIA
presents
Dramatic Neiv Designs
for the Young at Heart
The most engaging fashions in diamond rings are created by COLUMBIA They're called "Diamond Treasures."
Come in and see these glorious diamond fashions soon. And when you catch your breath, we'll be glad to fliva
you some trustworthy advice in selecting your COLUMBIA diamond.
Choose Your Christmas Diamond Now! — $1.00 Wili Hold Your Purchase.
/lZ> 10% DISCOUNT TO
AIL STUDENTS
\_f ta&QIT JEWELL!!** LW Me'Jiuf Card
151 King West Ph. 744-4444 — 'CHOOSE YOUR DIAMOND IN THE PRIVACY OF OUR DIAMOND ROOM
Stores in Guelph, Brantford, Gait, St. Catharines
